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ASUSU Pres. candidates reveal goals in debate
Three hope to win
votes from crowd to
anchor seat in finals

ASUSU
Elections

By LIS STEWART
staff writer

Candidates for ASUSU president voiced
their opinions on Common Hour, student
involvement and differential tuition at the primary debate Tuesday in the Hub.
Candidates Erik Mikkelsen, Keenan
Nuehring and Ben Williams answered prepared questions and then questions asked
by students in an open forum. Lacey Nagao,
ASUSU public relations director, officiated.
Differential tuition, which is charging a certain fee or rate above regular tuition depending on a student’s respective college, was a hot
topic repeatedly brought up by students and
the candidates. The goal of differential tuition
is to meet budget concerns in a college and not
just the entire university.
Nagao asked the candidates to list an issue
they feel has not yet been addressed by students and faculty. Williams, who mentions
differential tuition in his campaign platform,
spoke against it.
“It’s becoming a nationwide trend and can
easily get out of hand,” Williams said. “If we’re
solving problems with money, then inevitably
we’re having more problems, which means it’s
going to be more money coming out of your
pocket.”
Williams said it would be one of the worst
things if students were deterred from a major,
or the university, because differential tuition

BEN WILLIAMS, ERIK MIKKELSEN AND KEENAN NUEHRING (left to right) answer
audience members’ question during Tuesday’s primary debate in the Hub. All final candidates will be
announced Wednesday at 4 p.m. in the Hub. CARL R. WILSON photo

made it too expensive.
Instead of differential tuition, Williams said
he was fine with tuition as a whole going up for
students, since having one college cost more
than another would alienate certain majors at
Utah State.
Mikkelsen and Nuehring’s opinions differed.
Mikkelsen said differential tuition is vital to
be able to pay for good professors for a quality
education.
Nuehring said students pay 30 percent of
their tuition costs, and the rest is made up by
taxpayers.
“Seventy percent of professors at USU have
tenure, which means we are getting an amazing education for the amount of money we are
paying,” he said. “But it also means we have to

pay a lot more.”
Williams said, “With budget cuts coming
along, we’re going to have to get money from
somewhere.”
A common hour for students to attend arts
activities and lectures, passed by ASUSU and
planned for next year, was the other prominent
issue of the day. Each of the three candidates
said a common hour is a good idea.
Mikkelsen said, if elected, he will work
with the elected student advocate to determine
whether students want a common hour or not.
“My platform is to put students first,”
Mikkelsen said.
Williams said he will ensure the majority
of students approve of a common hour. If they
don’t, common hour will be scrapped.
Neuhring said,”This is going to happen



Feb.
2011

in 2012 regardless. Everything’s in place; it’s
going to happen.”
Although it is going to happen, Neuhring
said, students have a choice to get rid of it. A
petition needs to be signed and sent to a vote
to recommend the administration do away
with it.
“If this really is what students want, there is
no question in my mind that that’s what we’ll
do,” he said.
How will the candidates get students
involved, and help them understand what is
going on at the university?
An audience member who lives off campus
wanted to know how to get involved when all
he hears about are church events. This sparked
a discussion on student involvement.
Mikkelsen, former Sigma Phi Epsilon president, said he had never been involved in anything before he came to Utah State, and now he
can see the value in getting involved. He said
the information booth in the TSC is supposed
to be staffed all the time so people wondering
what they can do can ask questions.
Nuehring said Day on the Quad at the
beginning of the year isa perfect way to find
ways to get involved.
Williams said more consistent activities need to be planned for the weekends to
increast student satisfaction and retention.
Among the observers, current ASUSU

- See PRESIDENT, page 4

Higher Ed needs $47 million
to match last year’s budget
last year’s budget and it totaled around
$47 million.
Higher education was among recipients
of
state
funding to experience a 7 to 10
Recent action on the Utah State Senate
percent
cut, including public education,
floor reveals that the Utah economy is
natural
resources
and state parks, correcrecovering faster than originally projected
tions,
jails
and
health
and human resourcby economists, said USU director of goves.
ernment relations Neil Abercrombie.
“The Democrats have come out and
“However, even with this good news,”
said,
‘We’ve completely wasted our time
Abercrombie said, “there is not quite
by
cutting
the budget 7 percent because
enough money to fully restore the entire
now
we’re
just
going to go back and start
$313 million in cuts approved by the
restoring
what
we’ve cut when we knew
Legislature in their fiscal year 2012 base
we
had
more
money
in the first place,’”
budget.”
Abercrombie
said.
Abercrombie said Utah Sen.
“A
lot
of
the
“There is not
Lyle Hillyard gave an update
Republicans are sayon Tuesday morning on the
quite enough
ing, ‘We had to do that
Senate floor about the latest
money to fully
because we had structural
revenue projections for the legimbalances and have spent
restore
the
entire
islature. Revenue is projected
a lot of one-time money
to be up by about $47 million, $313 million in
for ongoing services.’”
which is more than was origicuts approved by
Government relanally speculated.
the Legislature in tions intern Anna Harris,
For fiscal year 2012 – the
who observed the Senate
upcoming fiscal year – approx- their fiscal year
Tuesday morning, said
2012 base budimately $263 million more is
structural imbalances are
projected for state tax revenue get.”
caused by using one-timethan fiscal year 2011. Fiscal
– Neil Abercrombie, use funding and “rainy
year 2012 begins on July 1.
USU director of day” funds that are set
“Essentially it does look
for economic downgovernment relations aside
like they can start to restore
turns.
at least some of those cuts,”
Harris said there is a
Abercrombie said. “However,
constitutional
amendment
that requires
the challenge is there’s still not quite
the
budget
to
be
balanced
at
the end of
enough money to fully restore all of the
every
legislative
session.
Structural
imbalcuts that were initiated in the base budget
ances
and
the
term
“structural
deficit”
at the beginning of the session.”
therefore describe the parts of the budget
At the beginning of the legislative sesthat still require attention.
sion in November, a 7 percent cut to Utah
higher education funding was discussed.
- See FISCAL, page 4
Abercrombie said this cut was based on
By DAN SMITH
news senior writer
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USU’s music therapy
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TERRY CAMP, USU COLLEGE REPUBLICANS chairman dresses up with other College
Republican members as the “Green Police” to hand out fliers deterring students from voting for the Blue
Goes Green fee that will appear on the ballot during final elections. CARL R. WILSON photo

Students protest ‘green’ fee
By CATHERINE MEIDELL
news editor

In opposition to the Blue
Goes Green fee that will go
before students on the final
elections’ ballot, the College
Republicans set up on the
TSC patio to protest the
implementation of this up to
$3 fee.
“They will take in
$450,000 in the next five
years. To save the university
money they would have to
create projects that would
reduce energy use or water
use by more than a halfmillion dollars,” said Terry

USU hockey
swept a
weekend
series
against the
University of
Utah.
Page 8

Camp, College Republicans
chairman.
Camp, along with other
College Republican members,
dressed as “Green Police” in
a satirical protest against the
Blue Goes Green fee, which
consisted partly of ordering
passing students to recycle.
USU’s sustainability council proposed students pay
25 cents per credit hour to
support a fund that aims to
create sustainable projects
and sustainability-geared
internships and jobs. Ben
Berrett, director of planning
design and construction and
said USU Facilities is open to
student-lead projects that will

benefit energy conservation,
and said he is unaware of any
negative feelings toward the
fee from the Facilities side.
“I think having student
support and input is a great
thing, and we’ve had quite
a few students in the last
year who have attended our
energy conservation subcommittee,” Berrett said. “I think
this is going in the right
direction.”
Bill Sproat, a student who
has been actively campaigning against the Blue Goes
Green fee, like Camp, said he

- See COLLEGE, page 4
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ClarifyCorrect
The policy of The Utah Statesman is
to correct any error made as soon as
possible. If you find something you
would like clarified or find unfair,
please contact the editor at 797-1762
or TSC 105.

Texas considers allowing guns on campus

AUSTIN, Texas (AP) – Texas is
preparing to give college students
and professors the right to carry guns
on campus, adding momentum to a
national campaign to open this part
of society to firearms.
More than half the members of
the Texas House have signed on as
co-authors of a measure directing universities to allow concealed handguns.
Senate passed a similar bill in
‘127 Hours’ adventur- The
2009 and is expected to do so again.
er goes to game show Republican Gov. Rick Perry, who
sometimes packs a pistol when he
ASPEN, Colo. (AP) – A Colorado
jogs, has said he’s in favor of the idea.
adventurer is going Hollywood after
Texas has become a prime battlehis story about amputating his arm to
ground for the issue because of its gun
escape from a remote canyon inspired
culture and its size, with 38 public
a movie.
universities and more than 500,000
Aron Ralston appears Wednesday
students. It would become the second
on the NBC game show “Minute
state, following Utah, to pass such
to Win It” and plans to attend the
a broad-based law. Colorado gives
Academy Awards on Sunday.
colleges the option and several have
The movie about his ordeal, “127
allowed handguns.
Hours,” has been nominated for six
Supporters of the legislation argue
Oscars, including Best Picture and
that gun violence on campuses, such
Best Actor.
Ralston cut off his right arm after
it became pinned under a boulder
in a Utah canyon in 2003. He feared
he wouldn’t be found and would die
there if he didn’t get free.
SAN DIEGO (AP) – Three men
The Aspen Times reports Ralston pleaded not guilty Tuesday to plotting
is donating his winnings from the
to murder a Southern California couple
game show to the Colorado conserva- suspected of owing money to a drug cartion group Wilderness Workshop.
tel in what a prosecutor called another
glaring example of cross-border violence.
The defendants were working on the
Libya’s Gadhafi vows orders
of the Tijuana-based Arellano
Felix cartel – one of Mexico’s oldest and
to fight to the death
once most powerful drug trafficking
CAIRO (AP) – A defiant
Moammar Gadhafi vowed to fight to organizations, Deputy District Attorney
Mark Amador said.
his “last drop of blood” and roared
Among the defendants is Jorge Sillas,
at supporters to strike back against
28,
whose older brother, 33-year-old Juan
Libyan protesters to defend his
Sillas,
has emerged as one of Tijuana’s
embattled regime Tuesday, signaling
most
violent
hit men over the past two
an escalation of the a crackdown that
years,
authorities
said.
has thrown the capital into scenes of
Juan
Sillas
has
not been charged in
mayhem, wild shooting and bodies in
the
murder-for-hire
case, but the crimithe streets.
nal
complaint
said
he
offered to pay an
The speech by the Libyan leader
assassin
$50,000
for
the
killings.
– who shouted and pounded his fists
Other
defendants
in
the
case are
on the podium – was an all-out call
Victor
Gonzalez,
29,
and
Danny
Cepallo,
for his backers to impose control over
34.
the capital and take back other cities.

Nat’lBriefs

as the mass shootings at Virginia
Tech in 2007 and Northern Illinois
in 2008, show that the best defense
against a gunman is students who can
shoot back.
“It’s strictly a matter of selfdefense,” said state Sen. Jeff
Wentworth, R-San Antonio. “I don’t
ever want to see repeated on a Texas
college campus what happened at
Virginia Tech, where some deranged,
suicidal madman goes into a building
and is able to pick off totally defenseless kids like sitting ducks.”
Until the Virginia Tech incident,
the worst college shooting in U.S.
history occurred at the University of
Texas, when sniper Charles Whitman
went to the top of the administration
tower in 1966 and killed 16 people
and wounded dozens. Last September,
a University of Texas student fired
several shots from an assault rifle
before killing himself.
Similar firearms measures have
been proposed in about a dozen other

states, but all face strong opposition,
especially from college leaders. In
Oklahoma, all 25 public college and
university presidents declared their
opposition to a concealed carry proposal.
“There is no scenario where allowing concealed weapons on college
campuses will do anything other than
create a more dangerous environment for students, faculty, staff and
visitors,” Oklahoma Chancellor of
Higher Education Glen Johnson said
in January.
University of Texas President
William Powers has opposed concealed handguns on campus, saying
the mix of students, guns and campus
parties is too volatile.
Guns occupy a special place in
Texas culture. Politicians often tout
owning a gun as essential to being
Texan. Concealed handgun license
holders are allowed to skip the metal
detectors that scan Capitol visitors for
guns, knives and other contraband.

IN THIS APRIL 15, 2010 file
photo, Texas Republican Gov. Rick Perry
fires a six shooter filled with blanks as
NASCAR driver Colin Braun looks on
at an event in Texas. Texas is preparing
to give college students and professors
the right to carry guns into their classrooms. AP photo

3 plead not guilty in Calif. murder-for-hire plot
Amador said the defendants planned
to kill a couple said to owe money to the
cartel. But when the elder Sillas learned
there were four more people in their
house, he ordered everyone killed, except
for a disabled girl, the prosecutor said.
The plot was foiled when authorities raided the home of Jorge Sillas in
Palmdale last week and arrested the
three defendants. During the raid,
agents seized two AR-15 rifles, more
than 1,000 rounds of ammunition and
about $20,000 in cash.
Superior Court Judge David
Szumowski set bail at $1 million each
and scheduled a hearing for March 17. If
convicted, the men could face up to life
in prison.
Jorge Sillas’ attorney, Michael
Harkness, said his client is an American
citizen with no criminal record. He
declined further comment.
The elder Sillas – known as “Ruedas,”
or “Wheels” in English – is suspected by

authorities of being responsible for many
of the border city’s more than 800 murders last year. He remains at large.
He is also implicated in the kidnapping of a niece of Sinaloa cartel heavyweight Ismael “El Mayo” Zambada last
year at a fast food restaurant in Tijuana’s
tony Zona Rio district, according to
Mexican army Gen. Alfonso Duarte,
who oversees northwest Mexico. The
army rescued the niece.
“He’s a hot-tempered individual,” said
Javier Salaiz, an agent for the California
attorney general’s office. “He just goes
off the deep end.”
The state attorney general’s office
said last week that Sillas sought to hire
assassins to target people in California
who owed large sums of money believed
to be proceeds from drug sales.
California authorities called Sillas a
lieutenant in the Arellano Felix cartel,
but Duarte and other Mexican authorities say he broke with the group in

late 2009 in a dispute with cartel boss
Fernando Sanchez Arellano, after Sillas
tipped off federal authorities to a rival’s
large shipment of methamphetamine at
the Tijuana airport.
Sillas belongs to the cartel, but it is
a relationship “full of backstabbing and
double-sided deals,” Salaiz said.
State authorities say Sanchez
Arellano is implicated in the ongoing
investigation of the planned murder in
Southern California that began last year,
but he has not been charged.
The case is one of the highest-profile
allegations that Tijuana’s drug-fueled
violence has spilled into Southern
California.
In 2009, members of a group of
Mexican drug traffickers known as “Los
Palillos” – or “The Toothpicks” – were
indicted in the murders of nine people
in the San Diego area, including two
victims whose bodies were dissolved in
acid.

Friends mourn 4 U.S. yachters killed by pirates

After a week of upheaval, protesters
backed by defecting army units have
claimed control over almost the entire
eastern half of Libya’s 1,000-mile
Mediterranean coast, including sevSANTA MONICA, Calif. (AP) – Four American
eral oil-producing areas.
yachters killed by Somali pirates early Tuesday were
longtime sailors whose passion for the high seas outweighed any fear of the risks, friends said.
The yacht’s owners, Jean and Scott Adam of
Marina
del Rey near Los Angeles, along with Bob
Friday, February 18, 2011 –
Riggle and Phyllis Macay of Seattle, were shot to death
Top 10 Dumb Guy Tweets
after pirates boarded their yacht Friday and took them
hostage several hundred miles south of Oman.
10. Just bought a Twitter, can’t wait
The pirates shot the four after firing a rocket-proto use it.
pelled grenade at a U.S. warship, one of several vessels
9. How do you spell “LOL”?
tracking the hijacked boat over the weekend. Fifteen
8. If you could go anywhere in the
world with Justin Bieber, where would men were captured.
you go and why?
Friends, family and fellow sailors remembered the
7. Huh?
four as adventurous, with a zest for life, but also as
6. Driving home ... in the driveway ... meticulous planners who were well aware of the dannow in the garage ... just crashed into gers of the open seas.
living room.
The Adams had been sailing full-time on their 585. Hey, tweet backwards is teewt!
foot yacht, the Quest, since December 2004 after retir4. ”Gary” would be a good name for
ing. They often travelled with friends, and on this trip
a chicken.
were joined by Riggle and Macay.
3. I wished I worked in a place called
Macay and Riggle had left Seattle on Riggle’s
“Couch and Sofa Warehouse.”
sailboat for a world voyage in September 2007, but in
2. Computer’s broken so I have to
recent years had been crewing on separate boats, said
write all my tweets in pencil.
Macay’s friend Cynthia Kirkham of Seattle. The two
1. Watching Letterman – this guy is
periodically returned home on visits, she said, adding
hilarious!

LateNiteHumor

THE DEL REY YACHT CLUB, home port to
Jean and Scott Adam, who with two companions were
slain by Somali pirates who seized their yacht off East
Africa, is seen in Marina Del Rey, Calif., Tuesday, Feb. 22.
AP photo

that Macay had stayed with her last June.
At St. Monica’s Catholic Church in Santa Monica,
where the Adams were longtime parishioners and Jean
Adam sang in the choir, Monsignor Lloyd Torgerson
described the killings as heartbreaking during morning Mass.
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“They were an extraordinary couple,” Torgerson
said. “They were joyful people.”
Mariners were warned about traveling around the
Horn of Africa because of the risk of pirate attacks.
The four sailors had traveled with a large flotilla to
stay safe from pirates earlier in the trip, but they had
left the group when the attack occurred, Macay’s
niece, Nina Crossland, told reporters in South San
Francisco.
“My aunt is a very smart and avid sailor,” said
Crossland, visibly shaken and holding back tears as
she spoke to reporters Tuesday morning. “I think she
was smart enough and planned ahead and prepared to
not be in this type of situation.”
Macay, 59, was wounded but alive when Navy
SEALs boarded the Quest after the shooting, but she
died later, her niece said.
Riggle “would never do anything to jeopardize
Phyllis,” said Hank Curci, a friend and fellow member
of the Seattle Singles Yacht Club.
Joe Grande, another member, said the deaths were
like losing family.
“Great sailors, good people. They were doing what
they wanted to do, but that’s small comfort in the face
of this,” Grande said.
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International scientists learn USU vaccine method

Campus & Community

By STEVE KENT
staff writer

Utah State University’s Center
for Integrated Biosystems (CIB)
is currently hosting 16 scientists
from seven countries for training
in advanced vaccine production
techniques.
CIB associate director Kamal
Rashid and Bart Tarbet, research
assistant professor with the
Institute for Antiviral Research,
are working with the scientists,
providing instruction in a lecture
setting as well as in the laboratory. The training started on
Monday and will extend through
March 11.
The three-week training course
is being funded through a grant
from the Biomedical Advanced
Research and Development
Authority (BARDA) of the U.S.
Department of Health and Human
Services. The grant for this year’s
training totals around $322,000,
and funding to continue the
program in subsequent years is
anticipated to reach as much as
$2.6 million.
USU is one of the two universities in the nation to receive grants
from BARDA to
train scientists
from developing
countries. The scientists participating in the course,
officially known as
the USU/BARDA
Influenza Vaccine
Biomanufacturing
Training Course,
come from
Egypt, Romania,
Russia, Thailand,
Vietnam, Serbia
and Korea and are
involved in vaccine
production in their
home countries.
“We have been
offering biomanufacturing training courses at this center for the
past 10 or 11 years,” Rashid said.
Rashid said USU has one of very
few facilities in the nation to provide such training.
Rashid said he hopes the
program will be a two-way edu-

Briefs
Museum looks at
cultural body art

KAMAL RASHID, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR presents to scientists from seven different countries on USU’s
recently developed vaccine for the influenza. Three scientists travelled to USU for the specified training from Egypt. ARMEN
HOVSEPYAN photos

cational experience. Speaking to
the scientists in an orientation
meeting Sunday morning, Rashid
said, “During these three weeks,
you will be an experiment for us
and we will be an experiment
for you. Hopefully we will learn
some hints from you on how to
do things better,
and hopefully you
learn something
from your long trip
here.”
The training
program is part of
the World Health
Organization’s
(WHO) recent
efforts to prepare
countries to deal
with pandemic
influenza outbreaks, such as
the H1N1 virus
in 2009. The
H1N1 virus, often
referred to as swine
flu, is estimated by
the Center for Disease Control to
have killed between 8,000-17,000
Americans.
“Vaccination could prevent
much of the illness, and many
unnecessary deaths, if it were
only more readily available. This
training course will help visiting

scientists increase their ability to
produce the vaccines necessary to
combat future influenza epidemics and pandemics,” Tarbet said in
a press release earlier this week.
Much of the three-week program will be focused on cell-based
influenza vaccine production,
a new way to make flu shots.
Cell-based production has many
advantages over the most common method, which uses chicken
eggs to produce the vaccine, but
switching to the new method can
be a lengthy and costly process.
Rashid said he hopes participants
in the program can start using
cell-based manufacture in their
home countries within the next
decade.
Daniel Chirita, a research
scientist from the Romanian
National Institute for Research
and Development in Microbiology
and Immunology, said he was
looking forward to learning from
the experienced USU researchers.
When asked what he hoped would
be part of the training, Chirita
said, “cell culture scale-up, mainly. I hope to learn to scale up cells
from the flask.”
Since cell-based production
can make larger amounts of vaccine in a shorter amount of time,
training scientists in the tech-

nique will help governments and
organizations worldwide prepare
for future influenza outbreaks.
“If we want to have tons of
vaccine doses, we must move to
animal cell-based (production),
because with the egg-based right
now, if you want to make 300
million for the U.S. population,
it takes 900 million eggs,” Rashid
said.
Three of the visiting scientists
come from Egypt, a country covered often in recent news due to
an 18-day protest that ended the
30-year rule of President Hosni
Mubarak earlier this month. The
three arrived in America from
Cairo on Saturday, and said they
felt very at home in Logan and are
hopeful that the training will help
them in their work in their country.
“It is different from what we
are working, because we are working industrially, not in a laboratory, but I think that the main
concept will be the same,” said
Dalia Mohamed Sayed Ahmed,
BCG production manager at the
Egyptian Holding Company for
Biological Products and Vaccines.
– steve.kent@aggiemail.usu.edu

Logan Borders closing after bankruptcy declaration
By RHETT WILKINSON
staff writer

The Bankruptcy of Borders bookstores recently
resulted in the closure of hundreds of stores
nationwide, including Logan’s site located on 1050
N. Main Street.
The store is expected to close by late April, due
to the financial detriment the company faces. The
chain will close 30 percent of its total stores in the
next two months. On Feb. 16, Borders filed for
Chapter 11 protection, which permits reorganization under the bankruptcy laws of the United
States.
Logan Borders employee Jared Gunnell, who
is also a USU student, said 200 of the 642 stores
across the United States will be closing their doors
in the allotted time.
The Logan store as well as the Murray branch
are the two Utah Borders stores to close, leaving
the Provo location open.
Many, including employees and long-time customers, expressed their disappointment from the
news of the store’s closure.
“Yeah, the crew there, the whole Borders team
I have really enjoyed,” said Ethan DeVilbiss,
Borders employee and USU student. “It’s been an
awesome job, I’m bummed to lose it.”
DeVilbiss said he and many other employees
only learned of the news through reading the Wall
Street Journal. He said no one from the headquarters in Ann Arbor, Mich., contacted a regional
manager about the bankruptcy and subsequent
closings before the news broke in the media.
The regional managers did not respond to
any calls from The Utah Statesman concerning
Borders’ bankruptcy or the reasons why certain
stores were selected to be shut down.
Gunnell said Donja Wright, a 10-year employee of Borders and the local manager, found out
about the closure through a conference call while
vacationing in Hawaii. The call came after the
news had broken in other media.
Part of the disappointment for DeVilbiss came
with the uncertainty of finding employment elsewhere, particularly in the midst of a semester. He
said he isn’t sure where to begin looking.
“I’m really surprised,” he said. “I knew Borders
wasn’t doing well in general, but there’s no competition in Logan, so i thought that would get
thrown into the decision.”
DeVilbiss said while walking into the store to
begin his shift at 4 p.m., he saw an estimated
100 people in the store looking to purchase items
which were at a 20 percent discount from the previous value. He noted that there were six cashiers

at the registers, which he had never seen before.
The disappointment abounded for the customers as well. Zach Smith, a sophomore student at
USU, said he felt attached to the Logan store on
several levels.
“It’s like breaking up with a girlfriend,” he said.
“I’ve got to figure out what to do with my life now.
I’m addicted to here, I came here all the time.
People think it’s weird, but I think coming here is
the best.”
Smith preferred the store over other places on
campus designed to provide solitude and relaxation.
“On campus, I’m more about saying hi to
people, especially if they are one of my friends,”
he said. “(At USU) you feel not as comfortable
sitting there, but rather feeling the need to stand
up to talk to people, checking somebody out or
talk to people walking by. Anywhere on campus,
there’s 20 people walking by every 30 seconds. (At
Borders), it’s a little more calm.”
However, that calm eventually led to a lag in

being updated in the technology of marketing
their products, Gunnell suggested.
“I think we, overall, as a company have moved
way too slow to move to the simulated books,” he
said. Gunnell remarked that stores like Amazon
and e-books’ effectiveness in giving customers the
leisure to make purchases online, without having
to leave their homes, was a major factor in overriding the luxuries that Borders could offer.
Gunnell was also disappointed to have to say
goodbye to a store that has provided him with
not only the opportunity to utilize his talents and
interests, but to a group of employees that he said
he grew close to.
“I’ve enjoyed growing close to the employees
and developing friendships with them,” said
Gunnell, who added that the employees would
associate with each other outside of the workplace.
“It wasn’t great pay, but it will be difficult to enjoy
a job as much as this one.”
– rhett.wilkinson@aggiemail.usu.edu

BORDERS BOOKSTORE began its liquidation sale Saturday, Feb. 19, after receiving news Feb. 16, that
200 stores nationwide would close due to bankruptcy. CARL R. WILSON photo

The museum presents educational
displays Saturday, Feb. 26, that look
at how perceptions and standards of
beauty have changed through time
among gender and cultures throughout the world.
The event addresses ways cultures
have altered their looks through tattoos, piercings and other body modifications, including plastic surgery,
foot binding and neck stretching.
The museum offers informational
tours at 11 a.m., 1 and 3 p.m. The
museum also provided free face
painting, henna tattoo painting and
hair tying for interested participants.
The USU Museum of
Anthropology is on the USU campus
in the south turret of the historic
Old Main building, Room 252.
In addition to its Saturday
program hours, the Museum of
Anthropology is open to USU students and members of the public
six days a week, with regular hours
Monday-Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
and Saturdays 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Admission is free. For Saturday
activities, free parking is available in
the adjacent lot, south of the building.
Funding for Saturday events is
provided by a grant from the U.S.
Institute of Museum and Library
Services. More information about
the IMLS is available online at www.
imls.gov.
For more information about this
event, call museum staff at (435) 7977545 or visit the museum website
anthromuseum.usu.edu.
The Museum of Anthropology is
part of the Anthropology Program at
USU.

Seminar will explore
communication skills
Register for a communication
seminar beginning in March that
will enhance your career opportunities. Communication is the essence
of leadership and the key to personal
and professional success.
Enjoy the work of The Institute
of Communication and Leadership
team, complete the seminar and
receive a certificate of completion
that will enhance your career portfolio.
The seminar will explore fundamental concepts of interpersonal
communication and relationship
building and highlight the central
role that trust plays in working
effectively with others. Register
today!

Event delves further
into climate change
Climate change is a hot topic
of current interest but what do we
know about climate change that
occurred in the distant past?
Inquiring minds of all ages are
invited to the Science Unwrapped
presentation “Records of Past
Climate Change” Friday, Feb. 25, at
Utah State University.
Featured speaker is Tammy
Rittenour, assistant professor in
USU’s Department of Geology and
director of the USU Luminescence
Lab. Her talk takes participants on
a journey in paleoclimatology, the
study of climatic conditions in the
geologic past.
The presentation, hosted by
USU’s College of Science, begins at
7 p.m. in the Emert Auditorium,
Room 130, of the Eccles Science
Learning Center. Admission is free
and open to all.
Following Rittenour’s talk,
attendees are invited to bring their
“mystery rocks” for identification
by USU geologists. Participants will
enjoy free refreshments along with a
variety of hands-on activities in the
ESLC atrium ranging from Pangaea
puzzles and climatic maps to examination of tree rings and learning
how geologic samples are collected.
The presentation is part of
Science Unwrapped’s “Climate”
series, which continues through the
spring.

-Compiled from staff
and media reports
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College: Republicans initiate student
awareness regarding sustainability fee
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-continued from page 1
would be more in favor of the
fee if it was not continually
implemented for five years.
He said he fully supports
“going green,” but would
like to see the fee voted on
again if it is passed, in order
to ensure students see the
benefits coming from it.
The Sustainability Council’s
Blue Goes Green fee proposal states they will instead
undergo a self-evaluation. He
said he believes this process
is not efficient.
“Give me a self-evaluation
and I’ll think I’m freaking
cool. Give me a self-evaluation in five years and I’ll
still think I’m freaking cool,”
Sproat said.
Student Services Vice
President James Morales
said he supports the Blue
Goes Green fee, because he
has seen the good that can
come from the establishment
of green initiatives. Before
working at USU, Morales was
employed with University of
Minnesota-Morris, which was
successful in saving money
and the environment through
wind turbines, “robust”
recycling initiatives and local
food sold on campus.
“If you don’t make the
investments now you aren’t
going to reach the point
where it is going to pay off
later,” Morales said. “In the
short term, we become more

175175
W. W.
1400
N., N.,
Suite
A, Logan
1400
Suite
A , Logan

aware of the impact we have
green initiatives.
on our environment on each
“Fundraising isn’t going
other. In the long term there
to consistently raise enough
are paybacks financially.”
money to support the
He said the success of the
internships and projects,”
fee will require some entreThomas said. “In my opinpreneurial skill from the stu- ion it wouldn’t be consistent
dents as well as experimenta- enough or make enough.
tion in order to develop.
Thomas said if the fee is
Students should work
passed and students bring
more with Facilities to create
sustainable projects they
energy efficiency, Camp said, would like to pursue to
rather than ask students for
the sustainability council,
money. The Blue Goes Green
they will not necessarily
fee is similar to the Athletics
be approved. He said the
fee, because
projects will be
it benefits
approved or dis“If you don’t
one group of
approved after
students while make the invest- discussion based
ments now, you
all others
on their promise
are required
in improving
aren’t going to
to pay the
USU conservareach the point
set amount,
tion.
where it is going
Camp said.
Camp
Instead of ask- to pay off later.” said he woring for $3, the
– James Morales, ries the Student
Sustainability
USU Student Services Sustainability
Council could
Council members
vice president are trying to pass
ask for less,
because indithe fee so they
vidually it may not seem like
have one more thing to add
a large amount, he said, but
to their resume.
collectively, it’s a large sum of
“There are benefits that
money.
aren’t tangible with this fee.
“If it’s so great, then
The warm fuzzy benefits,”
students should be able to
Camp said. “You can’t always
donate to fund it,” Camp
just fund intangible projects
said.
just because they make you
Sustainability council
feel better. Those can be
member Blake Thomas said
important but I don’t believe
fundraising would not be
a mandatory fee is necessary
efficient in supporting their
to create those warm fuzzy

Fiscal: Local representatives fight for USU funds
-continued from page 1
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“We’re definitely coming
out of the low point,” Harris
said. “The structural deficit
that everyone’s really concerned about is still there.
The problem is that this
doesn’t necessarily clear it
up all the way. It does definitely put a dent in it.”
Other ways of funding
higher education programs
are necessary, she said, otherwise they will still be facing cuts.
According to a Utah
Higher Education
Subcommittee priority list,
released Feb. 17, it would
take just over $54 million to
fulfill the financial requirements of the nine priorities
on the list. USU’s Veterinary
School proposal for $1.7
million is No. 8 on the list.
“That $263 million is
going to be appropriated
back to public education,
higher education, natural
resources – health and
human resources is probably the biggest one,”
Abercrombie said. “They
would have to give higher
education about $47 million
to fully fill those 7 percent
cuts.”
Any money appropriated

will go toward the entire
higher education system in
Utah as a whole, he said.
Each institution will benefit
equally, across the board.
The legislature is not targeting specific schools or programs.
After the final decision is made on how much
money will be appropriated,
Abercrombie said university
presidents, including USU
President Stan Albrecht,
will have to make the decision as to which university
programs will benefit and
which will suffer.
“Senator Lyle Hillyard
is the co-chair of the
Executive Appropriations
Committee,” Abercrombie
said. “He’s from Logan, represents Logan, he’s always
been a great supporter and
advocate for Utah State
University and higher education in general.”
Representative Jack
Draxler, of North Logan,
is currently the vicechair of the Higher
Education Appropriations
Subcommittee and has also
been a supporter for USU,
he said. Kurt West of south
Cache Valley is also on the

committee.
The Executive
Appropriations Committee
manages financial decisions for all state-level
funding and the Higher
Education Appropriations
Subcommittee advocates
for higher education and
decides where money will
be appropriated after it is
handed down by the executive committee.
“They’re the ones who
first approved the 7 percent
cut, the subcommittee,”
Abercrombie said. “Then
they also made some recommendations to the executive
committee how, if there’s
money there, this is how we
should restore the 7 percent.”
Abercrombie said he is
hopeful that with the additional money announced
in Tuesday’s Senate floor
proceedings, the Legislature
will move closer to the
Governor’s initial fiscal year
2012 budget recommendation and at least fund higher
education at the 2011 level.

– dan.whitney.smith@aggiemail.usu.edu

Presidents: USU’s issues confronted in forum
-continued from page 1
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president Tyler Tolson asked questions of the
candidates about professionalism and what has
prepared them to be representative of all the
students.
Neuhring said being student body president
is caring about the students and doing what
they want.
Mikkelsen said it is important for the student body president to develop relationships
with the administration and work for the students.
Williams said a professional president puts
students first by accomplishing the goals set
for the year.
As far as improving communication with
students who are on and off campus, each of
the candidates had different goals.
“How would feel about hearing from me
on a monthly basis? Hearing about what I’m
doing, where the money’s going,” Williams
said.
One of Williams’ platform goals is to have
the president, executive officers, and senators
write in The Statesman regularly about what
they are doing.
Neuhring said he disagrees with Williams
on how to communicate with students. One
of his platform goals is a State of the Students
address where students can come ask questions of the president in an open forum twice

a semester. It will increase accountability to
students, he said.
“I want you to come and ask me point
blank what I’ve done with the time that you’ve
given me,” he said. “I want to do it in front of
hundreds of people. Embarrass me if I’ve done
something wrong.”
Mikkelsen said he will make sure the
Information booth is staffed all day long, like
it is intended to be. Students walk by it all day,
every day, he said.
“It’s a place for students to go and voice
their concerns. It’s a place for students to get
information about what activities are happening.
A woman from the audience asked a lighthearted question near the end of the debate.
“Desert island,” she said. “You have to bring
five items, what are they. Go.”
Neuhring said he would bring a TV, an
XBox 360, the game Call of Duty Black Ops, an
Internet connection and his mom.
Mikkelsen said he would bring a yoga mat,
a toothbrush, his memory foam pillow, Aggie
Ice Cream and Big Blue, so he could have USU
with him all the time.
Williams would bring a Mac, an Internet
connection, a kindle, his journal and a pen.
– la.stewart@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Changing lives through music therapy
students travel to more than 15 places across
Cache Valley, to put the skills they’ve learned
in the classroom into real world use. Morgan’s
favorite moment was working at a center for
A small group of children sit on the carpet
adults with disabilities. One of her clients
at Wilson Elementary School in Logan. Most
would sit quietly every week with his head
are autistic, many have trouble interacting
bowed, refusing to sing. One day, while singwith one another. But this day with a guitar in ing their favorite songs, the students asked
hand, Maddie Hofer witnesses a small miracle. him to sing his for them.
After 12 weeks of teaching these children
“He sang the whole song by himself. A
songs, they communicate openly with each
solo, right there,” Morgan said. “It was the
other, passing around beanbags and blaring
first time he had really opened up, and it was
“This Little Light of Mine” with large, eneramazing because I could tell that what I was
getic voices. Even those who wouldn’t utter a
doing was making a difference.”
word a few weeks before are singing loudly.
Music therapy combines medicine with
This, Hofer said, is just one of the ways USU’s
music. However rewarding, Hearns said the
music therapy program is changing lives.
program is extremely labor intensive. Before
“Many times throughout
auditioning, prospective stuthe week I doubt my abilities
dents must submit three letand that I’m good enough to
ters of recommendation and a
“Your ability to
be here,” said Hofer, a music
750-word essay to the audition
therapy peer adviser. “But there relate to somecommittee. Between 40 and 50
one is often far
are always those moments
audition, she said, but only 12
when you realize you are good
more important
students make the cut.
enough and you have the pasThe the program only takes
than your actual
sion for it. That’s why I keep
the
best of the best, keeping it
music ability
going.”
small, Hearns said. The entire
because your
In the more than 30 years
program usually averages
since its founding, the music
musical ability
about 100 people. Those who
therapy program has grown
are accepted into the program
can come and
into one of the best in the counhave a strong musical ability,
come,
but
your
try, said Maureen Hearns, assismeaning they’re fluent in guiability to relate
tant director over professional
tar, piano and voice, but more
music therapy. She said music
is not learned.
importantly, they must have
therapy is used in a vast numthe ability to connect to their
You have it or
ber settings, including jails,
pieces and their professors.
you don’t.”
long term care facilities, and
“Your ability to relate to
neonatal intensive care units.
someone is often far more
Sarah Morgan, a senior
– Maddie Hofer, important than your actual
in music therapy, said music
music therapy music ability because your
therapy is in people’s lives from
musical ability can come and
birth to death. Morgan said
come, but your ability to relate
her grandmother, who is nearis not learned,” Hofer said.
ing the end of her life, responds to few things
“You have it or you don’t.”
besides music.
Hofer said people that don’t know a lot
“It’s so awesome to me when I make that
about the program see it as a “fluff ” major,
connection,” she said. “The only time she’ll
but in reality it’s the extreme opposite. The
open her eyes is when I’m right there with the
program requires more than 120 core credguitar playing music for her. I just want to be
able to make a difference, to look at them and
- See MUSIC, page 5
know I made them happier.”
As part of the program, music therapy
By ALLEE EVENSEN
staff writer

AL HOBBS IS A SENIOR in music therapy, a program designed to use music to help others. Out
of the 40 or 50 students that audition, only 12 are allowed into the small, but extensive, program. JON
LARSEN photo

Susan Nyikos brings Hungarian heritage to teaching
By APRIL ASHLAND
staff writer

English lecturer Susan Nyikos hails from
the far-away land of Hungary, yet knows the
English language better than most her students, which she said she finds ironic and
humorous.
Nyikos has been teaching at Utah State
University since 2003, and has taught numerous classes about English literature, as well as
both university-wide required English writing
classes, English 1010 and 2010.

Nyikos is not only a lecturer here at Utah
State, she is also the faculty adviser for the
international honor society Sigma Tau Delta.
She is a board member of Helicon West, was
assistant director for the writing program at
USU for two years, and has helped organize
the annual Beat Night poetry program twice
since its inception in 2006.
“My colleagues will tell you I’ll do anything
and everything,” Nyikos said. “And that might
be true.”
Nyikos was born and raised in Hungary,
attended college there, and taught history
and Hungarian language and literature to

SUSAN NYIKOS TEACHES ENGLISH and literature at Utah State. She was born in Hungary, but
moved to the U.S. when she was married. ANI MIRZAKHANYAN photo

Hungarian students from 1978 to 1983.
Nyikos said it was a challenge to teach in a
communist country, and said her colleagues
and students were the best things about her
job in the Hungarian high school.
“In a communist country, you are following
accepted ideology. You taught with a smile on
your face,” she said. “My students had a very
down to earth look at life and politics.”
Nyikos moved to the U.S. when she was
married, and moved around quite a bit in
the years following her marriage. She taught
at York College in Pennsylvania and taught
English to non-English-speaking adults for
NATO; she lived in many European countries
such as Germany and Switzerland.
Emma Shoaf, sophomore in agri-business,
said no student can fall asleep in Nyikos’s
class.
“She’s crazy in a good way. It keeps me
entertained in class,” she said. “You definitely
can’t doze off in her class because she’s too
funny.”
Shoaf is currently in one of Nyikos’s English
2010 classes, and said she likes having her as
a professor, because she’s not what students
expect.
“She’s not like a normal teacher,” Shoaf
said. “She’s your teacher, but you could think
of her as another student up in front of class.”
Shoaf also said Nyikos takes the stress out
of writing, because she doesn’t get angry with
her students, she just helps them through the
writing process.
Other students like the way Nyikos teaches
as well. One of her students from a prior
English 1010 class, recent graduate Paola
Magallanes, said Nyikos was her favorite
teacher.
“Her attention to her students is amazing,” Magallanes said. “She really reads and
responds to papers and is always willing to do
what she can to help whether in the class or
just your education in general.”
Nyikos said someday, if she had the chance,
she would like to go back and teach in an East
European country, in order to see the changes
in Europe, and to bring back her experiences
to USU.
“So much has changed there, I’d like to
combine these experiences, to see and understand the bigger changes in academia, for
example,” Nyikos said.

Comparing Countries
Hungary
Capital: Budapest
Population: 9,992,339 people,
as of July 2010
Major religions: Roman
Catholic, Calvanist and
Lutheran
Has a parlimentary democracy
Has 43 airports
Hungary joined NATO in 1999

The United States of
America
Capital: Washington, D.C.
Population: 310,232,863
Major Religions: Protestant,
Roman Catholic, Latter-Day
Saints
Has constitution-based federal
republic
Has 15,079 airports
Is a member of NATO
information gathered from CIA.
But Nyikos is certainly not all work and
no play. She said for fun she does like to do
research. She has done research on Gothic
Novels, and is currently doing a bit of research
on women educators and the difference in
their treatment in Europe.
“I really want to work on something that will
bring together two different cultures,” she
said.
But when she really wants to relax, Nyikos
reads books, hikes and spends time outdoors
and writes poetry.
“In Hungary, we don’t do those kinds of
things. There are people who are poets, so why
should we write poetry?” she said. “But yes,
I’ve written some poems.”
Recently, Nyikos was a judge for the Sigma

- See NYIKOS, page 6
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My holiday evaluation

Street Speak
If you could start any club at USU,
what would it be?
“A club for fundraising money for
giving funds to
international students.”

– Stephany
Araujo,
freshman
chemistry

“Political Science
club.”

– Karapet
Muradyan,
sophomore
political science

“Raising money
for St. Jude hospital club.”

– Megan
Goettsche,
freshman
business

– Mohammed
Abadou,
sophomore
food science

Information gathered by Armen Hovsepyan

Nyikos: Just like one of the students
-continued from page 5
But the most important thing, she said, is
why she is where she is.
“My students are the reason I am a teacher.
I enjoy how I am constantly learning from
them,” she said. “They are also an infinite
source of creative thinking, and who wouldn’t
want to be part of that?”
– april.ashland@aggiemail.usu.edu

SPEAK YOUR OPINION!

ASUSU
Elections



Psh…
Confused
by my indifJust a few
ferent greetlaughs
ing? I understand if you
are.
In short,
I awoke on
Monday
m o r n ing
alert,
refreshed
and ready for, at least what all signs pointed
toward, an adventure. I got dressed, turned
on some Tone Loc (because nothing matches
a massively productive day like some “funky
cold medina”), and took a deep breath.
Everything seemed to come up roses, until
my close friend sent me a simple, yet droning, text that all but put me into a whirlwind
of complacency.
“Happy President’s Day!”
Good gravy, people. Are we really going
to go out of our way to acknowledge one of
the most useless holidays – literally a 9.6 out
of 10 on the “Lame-sauce” Scale – in modern American history? Call me cynical, but I
want no part in a holiday that claims to honor
the life of all presidents in a month that holds
the birthdays of two of them.
Call me when you’ve concocted a plan
to celebrate Martin Van Buren, or possibly
Grover Cleveland. I just feel like some holidays get more undeserved play while others
simply get the shaft. I mean, lets be real,
does anyone REALLY know what Flag Day is
all about? Could anyone nearby tell me what
day Canadian Thanksgiving falls on? Heck,
when I was a kid I thought Groundhog Day
was just a movie starring Bill Murray.
Personally, I think it’s time for an evaluation, which is why it’s list time again. Without
further ado, I give you the top three holidays that need to stop, and the top three
holidays that deserve more attention (Ha!
Weren’t expecting a double feature, now
were you?).

SteveSchwartzman

“Indoor soccer
club.”

Tau Delta “Bad Poetry Contest” where students were encouraged to bring the worst
poem they could find, whether written by
themselves or someone else, in order to win
prizes.
Nyikos said her crowning achievement in
life has been her sons. She has three sons, all
of whom graduated from Utah Sate – two from
the English department, and one from the
anthropology department.
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Don’t forget the
Statesman sponsored debate Wed.
Feb 23 at 12:30
Feb.
p.m. in the TSC
2011
auditorium!

Holidays that must stop
3- Columbus Day – Friends, this is pretty
cut and dry. I can reason this with a simple question: What exactly did Christopher
Columbus do that was so important? I’ll wait
for your response…
Let me guess, you’re as stumped as most
people are when wondering why they just
watched “Weekend At Bernie’s” aren’t you?
Every elementary school textbook told me
this three-cornered hat wielding menace
“discovered America,” yet all I can conjure
from his journey was he ended up in Florida,
whilst aiming for the East Indies mind you, in
three ships named from a Rage Against the
Machine song.
I’ve never seen such admiration for crappy geography skills since “Home Alone 2:
Lost in New York.” We can take at least two
things out of this holiday: a day free of school
and the pure knowledge that nothing good
ever happened in 1492.
2- April Fools Day – I’ll be brief here. To

those who avidly celebrate this holiday: Stop
downplaying things for the rest of us pranksters. Who’s to tell me which day I have to
cover our toilet in Saran wrap just before my
roommate uses it?
April Fools Day faintly resembles an episode of “The Nanny.” They try too hard,
while we giggle at the wrong parts and never
seem to get the joke. The only credit-worthy
prank on such a predictable holiday: get
someone to believe it’s Thanksgiving.

1- Christmas – Alright, alright. I understand I’m going to get a Weiner-mobile full
of flack for this, but please let me explain. I
have no problem with family traditions, winter festivities, or even the commercial aspect
of the holiday. There just happens to be an
issue with the day that can’t be overcome:
Christmas is the crux to some of the worst
theme-based movies of all time. A quick list
of movies should make sense of this.
• “Jingle All the Way”
• “I’ll be Home for Christmas”
• “Santa Paws”
• “Sharkboy and Lavagirl”
• And finally, “Santa Defeats the Martians”

This is just a morsel of terrible films given
us by this putrid cinema-spewing machine
we call our Yuletide Celebration. There is
only one process to save us from such a
wicked parasite: less eggnog, more David
Bowie. Now go make it happen!
Holidays That Need More Attention

3- Boxing Day – This holiday definitely
deserves more respect, but it does come
with one condition. In order to make this
festival more desirable, I feel it best that we
alter the holiday by actually making it about
professional boxing.
Think about it: Sparring gyms the world
over would be chalk full, floods of people
skipping in the streets humming to the sole
Boxing Day carol “Down Goes Frazier,” and
children going to sleep every night in cheerful hopes of a gift-laden visit from Evander
Holyfield. ‘Tis the spirit of the season. Here’s
to a merriest Boxing Day this December to
all.

2- Christmas in July – This is obvious, in
order to appease the masses we have to
put Christmas somewhere. I’m no Philistine.
Besides, it’d be fun to see what Santa looked
like in Chacos. Don’t tell me you’ve never
envisioned it.

1- Steve Schwartzman’s Birthday – Hey,
this is my weekly column! I deserve some
positive play every once in a while. And not
that you have to, but it’s in December and
I was hoping for Super Bowl tickets, so this
oughta give you some time to save up.

Well, there you have it. So I’m not really
sure how to end this, I’ll just say the first
president’s name that pops into my head.
Chester A. Arthur.
– steve.schwartzman@aggiemail.usu.edu

Third time’s the charm for one USU student
By CHARI INGRAHAM
staff writer

USU student Dirk Henningsen is pursuing
a recreation degree with a minor in business.
What makes him different? He’s working
toward his second degree, and it’s his third
time returning to college after 20 years since
his last stint.
Henningsen, raised in Seattle, Wash.,
attended college at Central Washington
University but said he dropped out to work as
an electrician with his father and brother for
the family business.
“I learned that partying and education
don’t match up,” he said.
Henningsen said he later left the business for Cache Valley, where he earned his
bachelor’s degree in elementary education
from USU and
worked as a
fourth-grade
“We tell kids
school teacher
not to do drugs,
in Providence
but we don’t tell for 17 years.
them what to do
He said he
instead of drugs. earned a teacher of the year
That’s why I
twice
designed the YES award
during his
program.”
career and was
a candidate for
– Dirk Henningsen, the Huntsman
award, and
third-time organized
college student many afterschool programs such as
art, theater and chess clubs.
He said his biggest claim to fame was the
Youth Environmental Science, or YES club.
The club was an after school program that
included outdoors activities such as hiking,
painting the school, recycling and planting.
“We tell kids not to do drugs, but we
don’t tell them what to do instead of drugs,”

Henngingsen said. “That’s why I designed the
YES club.”
He said he had a dog named Bo that was
trained to be in class with him each year, and
he said he had the idea of encouraging his
students to recycle by letting them pet “Bo the
Wonder Dog” each time they recycled.
Now, Henningsen is pursuing his passion
for environmental science and alternative
energy as he works on his second degree,
with the aim of creating a successful energyefficient themed park in Paradise. The park
would include winter tubing, skiing and other
outdoor activities.
He said he would also like to run a recreation facility. He is currently taking climate
control, landscape design and yoga, but his
favorite class is climate control.
“I had a good understanding of the climate
before, but I’m learning so many details,” he
said.
“Dirk is an enthusiastic and sincere lifetime learner, always studying something new.
Dirk is very active in class, and regularly
contributes to the dialogue,” said Rob Davies,
who teaches the climate control class.
Henningsen said he is working on his
bucket list, which includes returning to
school every 20 years. His goal is to get
involved in student activities as much as he
can. Apart from running for ASUSU diversity
VP, he is a member of the Diversity club, the
International club, and the Black Student
Union, and is looking to be involved in more.
“Diversity is where I really fit in,” he said.
“Even if I don’t win, I’ll be an assistant or
something. I know I’ve inspired more people
to vote. There’s something in my personality
that helps stimulate others in a positive way. I
work better in groups, with people.”
“He got us really involved in recycling and
projects,” said Bill Sproat, a former elementary student of Henningsen’s, who remembers
being a part of the YES club. “He was into
going green before the whole blue going green
thing was big. He was very involved with all of
the students and he saved everyone’s work.”

Henningsen said he enjoys playing sports,
such as volleyball and basketball. He has run
five marathons since the age of 45, but says he
has a long way to go so he can catch up to his
father, who ran 42 marathons and completed
his last one at 81.
Henningsen currently lives in Providence
with his wife and their 13-year-old daughter, and owns four acres of land in Paradise,
where he wants to build his dream park.
He said their daughter was adopted when
Henningsen was 45 years old, and she is cur-

rently an honor roll student, a singer and a
dancer.
He said his wife, an occupational therapist
who works at the CPD, has been very supportive of him, and that he wouldn’t have become
a school teacher without her support.
“Twenty years after I get this degree, I’ll
go back to school and be partying again,”
Henningsen said.

– chari.a.i@aggiemail.usu.edu

DIRK HENNINGSEN IS A USU student coming back to college for the third time. One of the
items on his bucket list is going back to college every 20 years, and this time he is majoring in recreation.
CARL R. WILSON photo
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Bring on the spring with asparagus pizza

I don’t know about you,
but I’m a little confused
by this weather. Last week
Eat That
I thought spring was here.
Now I’m sitting in my house
with a blanket and the heater
blasting, looking out the window at a foot of snow covering my yard. What is the
deal?
Regardless of the weather, the calendar says spring is
just around the corner, and that means asparagus is in.
Asparagus season starts in the end of February, which is
why you’re starting to see it on sale at your local grocery
store.
This recipe for shaved asparagus pizza is so fresh and
delicious, it tastes just like spring. You can use any pizza
crust recipe you want, but you probably should use the one
I have here because, well, it’s pretty much the best one I’ve
ever tasted.

Jennelle Clark

Shaved Asparagus Pizza
1 pizza crust dough (see suggestion below)
1 tablespoon butter
1 clove garlic, minced
1 tablespoon flour
3/4 cup cream
salt and pepper
1/2 pound fresh asparagus
1 teaspoon olive oil
1 1/2 cups mozzarella cheese
1 lemon
To make the white sauce, melt the butter in a small
saucepan. Add the garlic and cook, stirring constantly, for 1
minute, or until the garlic lightly browns.
Add the flour and stir for another minute.
Whisk in the cream and a hearty dash of salt and pepper.
Bring to a boil, stirring often, and let cook just until thickened. Remove from the heat and set aside.
To prepare the asparagus, place each spear down against
the cutting board and use a vegetable peeler to create long
shavings of asparagus.
Place them in a large bowl with the olive oil and a dash
of salt and pepper and toss until evenly coated. (Note: you
most likely won’t be able to shave the entire spear. If you
have leftover pieces, you can chop them up and freeze
them for another day.)
Prepare the crust according to recipe directions. Heat
your oven to 500 degrees and pre bake the crust for about
2-3 minutes, just until it becomes slightly firm.
Remove from the oven and coat with a thin layer of white
sauce.
Sprinkle with an even layer of mozzarella cheese (you
can use more or less than 1 1/2 cups, depending on how
cheesy you like your pizza. You can also use other kinds of
cheese, such as the pre-made pizza blend they have at a lot
of grocery stores).
Pile on the shaved asparagus and spread it around until it
covers the entire pizza.
Bake at 500 degrees until the crust is golden, the cheese
is melted and the asparagus is just barely starting to brown
in some places.
Serve each piece of pizza with a wedge of fresh lemon
for drizzling over the top.

Music: Helping at-risk children
-continued from page 5
its, meaning with general education classes a music therapy
student must take around 150 credits, plus an internship, to
graduate. Often, she said, music therapy students are trying to
balance anatomy with music theory.
“We’re not just going into a room and playing the guitar,”
she said. “There is a rhyme and rhythm and a reason to everything we do.”
When Morgan went to her first class, she was surprised
at what she saw. Instead of manuscript paper, the class used
physical action like dancing and improvising on drums.
“I thought they were all a bunch of kooks. I was like ‘This is
a college class, what is going on here?’” she said. “It pulls you
out of your shell. At first I didn’t like that, but I’ve learned you
need to because you have to put yourself out there.”
Morgan called the program a journey, and a hard one, but
she said it’s where music has really come together for her.
“It’s a lot of practicing, a lot to learn and know. But it’s
worth it when you see a change in yourself and in others. The
program has changed me,” she said.
Through hundreds of hours of practice and many tears,
Hofer said it’s worth it. After she graduates, she hopes to work
with at-risk adolescents, changing their lives with music.
“My whole life, I’ve always wanted to help some kid who’s
had the hardest time and help them and show their potential in
life,” she said. “Help them to come out on top and become an
amazing individual. Through music therapy, I have an opportunity to do that.”
– allee.evensen@aggiemail.usu.edu

Today’s Puzzle Answers

Best Pizza Crust Ever - makes 4 pizza crusts
4 1/2 cups flour
1 3/4 teaspoons salt
1 teaspoon instant yeast
1/4 cup olive oil
1 3/4 cups very cold water
In a large mixing bowl combine the flour, salt and yeast.
Add the olive oil and water and stir until the flour is completely absorbed.
Dump the dough out onto a lightly floured surface and
knead until it becomes smooth, springy and elastic, about
5-7 minutes. Cut the dough into four equal sized pieces and
shape each into a round ball.
Line a baking sheet with parchment paper and spray with
oil. Transfer the dough balls onto the pan, cover with plastic
wrap and place them in the refrigerator overnight or for up
to three days.
At this point you can also lightly coat the dough balls,
place them in individual plastic bags and freeze them for
up to three months. Just transfer them to the refrigerator the
day before you want to use them.
Two hours before you are ready to make the pizza,
remove the dough from the fridge.
Lightly flour the countertop, then set each ball of dough
on it and gently flatten them into disks about 1/2 inch thick.
Let the disks rest, covered, on the countertop for 2 hours.
When the dough has rested for 2 hours, shape it into
a pizza crust of your desired size/shape/thickness. Bake
according to pizza recipe directions.
– jenn.wilson@aggiemail.usu.edu

2-4-1-Bring-a-Friend
2-Haircuts for the price of one with

Andrea and Christy

55 North Main Logan, Utah in the Emporium
www.shearshack.com

Call for an appointment
& mention this ad!
435.752.5310

ASPARAGUS PIZZA BRINGS springtime into a dreary
February place. It is not hard to make, and tastes especially good
1313 CLARK photo
with homemade pizza crust. JENNELLE
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No. 24 Aggies top St. Mary’s Gaels on the road
Wesley records double-double in Bracketbuster win
By TYLER HUSKINSON
assistant sports editor

Revenge was a common
theme for then-No. 24 Utah
State’s men’s basketball team
during the preseason.
That theme returned
Saturday night as the Aggies
stormed back from a dismal
first half against then No. 23 St.
Mary’s, led by solid performances from junior guard Brockeith
Pane and senior forward Tai
Wesley to defeat the Gaels 75-65
in Maraga, Calif. The Aggies
zone defense gave the Gaels fits
and they were able to find their
offense in the second half to seal
their first top-50 RPI victory of
the season.
“It was good to get a win
against St. Mary’s,” Wesley said.
“They got us the last two years,
and we came here when they
had a winning streak going, and
we were able to battle and have a
good second half, and come out
on top.”
Both teams struggled offensively early in the first half, but
it was freshman guard James
Walker III who got the Aggies
on the board first with a running jumper and-1. A 3-pointer
from senior guard Brian Green
and a lay-up from Pane gave
the Aggies (25-3, 12-1 WAC)
their largest lead of the first half
at 13-7, but the first half went
downhill from there for the Ags
as they struggled from all over
the floor.
“I felt like we couldn’t finish,”
Wesley said. “We got the ball
where we wanted, and we really
couldn’t finish around the basket. It was kind of an awful half
for us offensively. They played

good defense. They’re tough.
Give them credit, but we missed
a lot of shots inside that we usually don’t miss.”
The Gaels (22-6, 10-2 WCC)
rely heavily on their guards for
offensive production, but their
starting bigs in junior forward
Rob Jones and sophomore forward Tim Williams struggled
early to stay in the game due to
foul trouble. Sophomore reserve
forward Mitchell Young stepped
up for the Gaels, as he scored
eight of his 11 points in the first
half.
The Aggies were either tied
or held a lead over the Gaels
for the earlier part of the first
half, until senior guard Mickey
McConnell reeled off eight consecutive points, including two
3-pointers from about 30 feet
out, to give the Gaels a 26-22
lead. Those eight points were
the early part of a 20-2 run that
gave the Gaels a 34-22 lead. The
Gaels would lead 36-27 heading
into the locker room at halftime.
“We talked at halftime, it
wasn’t a screaming match, but
we talked about how we were
playing bad,” Morrill said. “I
told them how good they were
going to feel when they came
back and won this game. That
was the approach I took with
them. All week I have been basically really positive about what
we’re going to get done. They
didn’t hang me out to dry.”
The Aggies answered
Morrill’s positive motivation
with a 19-2 run during the second half to take over the game.
The Aggies and Gaels traded
buckets for the first few minutes
of the second half, but after a
put-back lay-up from Jones to
give the Gaels a 41-33 lead, St.

Mary’s only managed two more
points over the space of eight
minutes.
“We were able to get buckets
so we were able to get into a
zone,” Wesley said. “It was hard
first half because we were missing everything, so we couldn’t
get back into our zone and had
to play man. Our zone kind of
stifled them. We were able to
match-up really well with their
shooters, and that really helped
us win the game.”
The Aggies’ zone was so suffocating, they allowed St. Mary’s
to shoot only 28.6 percent from
the field in the second half and
40 percent for the night.
“They had not seen zone for a
number of games, and not a
lot of zone the whole year, and
I think that was a problem for
them,” Morrill said. “They got
a little stagnant and missed
some shots. Our zone has saved
our bacon a number of times
through the years and it did
tonight.”
On the offensive end, the
Aggies shot a blazing 55.6 percent from the field during the
second half and exploded for 48
points after only managing 27
in the first half.
“It gives you a chance when
you keep them down, and then
we shot the ball so well in the
second half,” Morrill said. “We
didn’t settle for 3s. We got baskets going to hole and kicking
it and dropping it off and post
moves.”
Pane, who struggled as much
as anyone in the first half, finished the night with 22 points
on 5-of-7 shooting from the field

- See SIGNATURE, page 9

AGGIE SENIOR FORWARD Tai Wesley shoot’s over St. Mary’s Mickey McConnell during the first
half of their Bracketbuster game. Wesley finished with 22 points and 11 rebounds, and led the Aggies in
their furious comeback in the second half for the 75-65 win. AP photo

Aggie men’s tennis continues best-ever start
By RHETT WILKINSON
staff writer

Behind the undefeated play over the course
of two matches from senior Bryan Marchant,
the USU men`s tennis team sent both Portland
State and Nevada packing with 7-0 and 8-3
wins Friday and Saturday, respectively, at the
Sports Academy and Racquet Club in downtown Logan.
The Aggies improved their overall record
to 8-3, the best in school history. In defeating
Nevada, USU’s 2-0 WAC mark is also their best
conference start in three years.
Marchant said that despite not having the
presence of their head coach, Christian Wright,
who was in Las Vegas with the women’s tennis
team, nor with senior Alex Thatcher, one of
their top players, on Saturday, the Aggies did
plenty right to earn the unblemished weekend.
“It was interesting because we weren’t at
full strength, but we came in prepared,” said
Marchant of the win over Portland State.
The Vikings had defeated the Aggies in
Portland in 2009.
“We came into this game hungry because
of what happened before, and didn’t underestimate them,” Marchant said. “We played our
game, and stayed focused.”
USU roared out of the gate Friday, claiming
each doubles spot and capturing the doubles
point. Leading the way was sophomore Sven
Poslusny and Marchant, winning the number
one doubles position 8-6 over Portland State’s
Chrise Rice and Roman Margoulis. Seniors
Jakob Asplund and Nikita Ryashchenko won
at the number three position in a quick 8-2 triumph over Portland State’s Vetu Mam and Jeff
Cero.
In singles action, Poslusny pulled a 7-6,
7-6, win over Rice at number one singles. The
young freshman Fredrik Peterson battled and
won at the number three singles position, 5-7,
6-4, 6-3, over the Vikings’ Mitch Somach. The
Aggies finished out the match winning each
position in two sets.
Marchant was surprised by the Aggies’ ease
in claiming the first of back-to-back matches
against the Big Sky Conference foe.
“We expected to win for sure, but after
the match we were kinda like ‘wow, we didn’t

SOPHOMORE SVEN POSLUSNY helped the Aggies to a pair of victories over the weekend.
The Aggies defeated the Portland State Vikings, 7-0, and the Montana State Bobcats, 5-2 at the Sports
Acadameny and Racquet Club. CARL WILSON photo

expect to win by that much,’” he said. “We
thought it would be closer than it was. It was
smoother than expected, you could say.”
Marchant added that the Aggies had previous experience facing Portland State in some
exhibition match-ups in the fall.
Poslusny and Marchant took an 8-3 doubles
match victory to spark the win over the Wolf

Pack in their lone Western Athletic Conference
home match of the season.
The Aggies are now 8-0 when the pair wins,
while going 0-3 when the two fall in their
doubles competition.
In the second position of doubles action,
Asplund and Ryashchenko fell to the Wolf
Pack duo of Kristian Kuharszky and Victor

Ouvrard. The third spot of doubles play was
forfeited by Nevada, as they did not have six
players to fill the doubles slot.
Marchant said though the Pack were hindered by a shortage of players, his team’s early
doubles success propelled the victory.
“Definitely, what happened is they were a
bit short-handed, but we just kinda from the
start got a big lead and never looked back,” he
said. “We shut them down from the start.”
In singles action, Marchant provided the
drama of the match, having been locked in a
battle with Nevada’s Quentin Mege. Marchant
and Mege split the opening two sets 6-3, 36, leading to a thrilling third set which was
claimed by Marchant, 7-5. Marchant scored
the winning point for the Aggies seconds after
Asplund finished off Ouvrard in three sets in
the second position.
It was a surprising win even for the victor
Marchant, who said that he had been battling
a case of the flu for a week.
Asplund dropped the opening set, 4-6, but
battled hard to capture the second frame to
force a third set before surging past Ouvrard
6-0.
The battles in the midst of an overall large
disparity of a final score was something to
be expected, especially in conference battles,
Marchant said.
“We knew we could win on the road and
that it would be tough, but we’ve been extremely confident,” said Marchant, referring to an
early-season conference-opening win over New
Mexico State in Las Cruces that helped set a
new bar for success for this season’s team.
Both the Nevada win and the win over the
southern Aggies were critical because not every
team in the WAC qualifies for the conference
tournament, Marchant said.
“We put a lot of importance on (Nevada)
and were not yet not satisfied with what we
accomplished, so we came in hungry and looking to take advantage.”
A hunger that has already driven milestones
in a still-young season, including a national
ranking for the first time in school history, a
win over archrival Utah, and a current perch
atop the rest of the conference, besides the best

- See BEST, page 9
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Aggie gymnasts post season-highs, fall to Broncos
By MEGAN ALLEN
sports senior writer

Taking on the No. 11
Broncos of Boise State at home,
the Aggie gymnastics team fell
196.250 to 193.600, Friday.
Even with the loss, they still
managed to score their highest
overall total of the season.
“We know we can get a
193 and above,” senior Jackie
Dillon said. “I think we can
keep that going this weekend
and through the rest of the
year.”
High scores and broken
records were key in the success
of Friday’s meet. The Aggies
posted season-high scores in
three of the four events of the
meet.
The Aggies opened the meet
with vault competition, led by
senior Lyndsie Boone’s score
of 9.775. Just behind her, with
a score of 9.750, was freshman Paige Jones. With a total
score of 48.250, they were just
behind the Broncos with their
48.975 on the bars after the
first rotation.
Swapping events, the Aggies
moved to the bars where they
scored a season-high 48.675.
Freshman Rachel Vaske started
it off earning a personal season-high 9.650. It wasn’t long
before she was joined in the
achievement by Jones and her
9.725 and then junior Nicole
Simoneau, who won the event,

with a score of 9.875.
At the midpoint of the
meet, the Aggies were down
96.925 to Boise State’s 98.250.
The team scored another
season-high with a 47.750 on
beam for the third rotation of
the meet.
“We had a couple falls, but
we kept going,” Dillon said.
“We just had to push through.”
Freshman Cammi Muhr
started off with a 9.750. Junior
Haley Hogan tied her careerhigh with 9.750. Dillon scored
a 9.475 before Simoneau
wrapped up the rotation with
another personal season-best
with her score of 9.750. At the
end of the third, the Aggies
were down 144.675 to 147.275.
“We’re a hit and miss team
on beam,” Richards said. “We
haven’t been able to get everyone on the same track.”
Moving to the floor for the
last rotation of the night, the
Aggies prepared to score yet
another season-high.
Freshman Christina Nye
started off the event with a
9.550. Muhr landed her personal season-high with a score
of 9.800. Jones followed with
her new season-best, and the
overall top score for the Aggies
this season, of 9.850. Dillon
rounded out competition by
tying her career-high of 9.825,
contributing to a total score of
48.925 on floor.
The Broncos scored a
48.975 on their last rotation,

Aggies defeat Eagles and
Matadors, lose to Rebels
By BRET CLAPIER
staff writer

Utah State’s women’s tennis
team had the busiest weekend
of its season thus far. They
began on the road at 6-1 and
35th-ranked UNLV on Friday.
The Aggies continued play on
Saturday while staying on the
road in Las Vegas to take on the
UC Riverside Highlanders. They
concluded President’s day weekend with a match against the
Eagles of Eastern Washington at
home Monday.
USU was 2-1 as the weekend
began and they took their talents to UNLV’s home courts.
The tough Rebel team swept
the Aggies in both singles and
doubles play. After losing all
three doubles matches, Aggie
sophomore Jaclyn West opened
singles play with a tough threeset loss to Lucia Batta. West
took the first set 4-6, but eventually fell, as Batt stormed back
and won the next two 6-1, 6-3.
Following West, the Aggies all
fell in straight sets and took
a loss on the road 7-0 to and
dropped to 2-2 on the season.
Saturday the Aggies
stayed in Vegas to face the
Highlanders. The Aggies
bounced back with a much
needed 4-2 win over the
Highlanders. Fierce winds and
rain temporarily delayed the
match and ultimately forced the
teams to forgo doubles play.
In singles play the Aggies
started strong with three
straight wins. The first two
came in the form of straight set
victories. West won her respective match over UCR’s Taylor
Raney 6-2, 7-6.
West was followed by senior
Hailey Swenson, as she won over
Jaime Raney again in two sets
6-2, 6-3. Kristina Voytsekhovich
also claimed a victory over the

Highlander’s Nadia Sakhakorn
in a tough three-set match.
After dropping the first set 2-6,
Voytsekhovich battled back and
won the next two handily 6-3,
6-2.
USU suffered their first losses in the No. 4 and No. 5 spots.
UCR’s Natalie Mckay defeated
USU’s Romina Nedakovic in a
narrow 6-4, 7-5 victory. And
Julie Tukuafu lost to UCR’s
Angelique Corpuz in a hard
fought three set match. Tukuafu
lost 7-5, won the second set
3-6, and lost the final set 6-4.
Brianna Harris bounced back
with a win at the No. 6 position
over Kate Bergeson 6-3, 6-3.
Harris’ victory sealed the Aggies
win 4-2.
USU took on Eastern
Washington at home on
Monday and came away with
a 4-2 victory. The Aggies
swept doubles with wins
from Swenson and Nedakovic
over Nefeli Diamanti and
Judy Liening 8-1. West and
Voytsekhovich beat EWU’s
Chelsea Patton and Caitlin
Bampton by the same score, 8-1.
Taylor Perry and Tukuafu closed
with a Helon Ricks and Rocio
Norena 8-3.
The women kept the
momentum and won all six singles matches in two sets a piece.
West, Swenson, Voytsekhovich,
and Harris won their matches
to improve their individual
records to 2-1. Nedakovic and
Tukuafu won their first matches
of the weekend, Nedakovic
over EWU’s Ricks 7-5, 6-0, and
Tukuafu over Diamanti 6-3, 6-4.
Utah State won easily 7-0.
The Aggies improved to
4-2 on the year and head into a
busy weekend in Dallas, Texas.
They open the four-match series
against North Texas Thursday
at 1 p.m.
– bret.clapier@aggiemail.usu.edu

Best: USU tennis stays solid
-continued from page 8
start through 11 games in USU men’s tennis history.
“We’re just wanting to keep rolling, wanting to keep betting
better every match and not getting complacent,” Marchant said.
“Especially having two matches at home this past weekend, we
wanted to take advantage. We just want to keep getting better,
to reach our peak.”
The Aggies now prep for a three–match road trip next weekend. Action begins Thursday, Feb. 24 as Utah State faces SMU,
followed with a match Friday, Feb. 25 against Collin County CC,
and concludes Saturday, Feb. 26 against UT–Arlington.
– rhett.wilkinson@aggiemail.usu.edu

for the final winner score of
196.250.
“Beam was a little bit
rough. We almost pulled it
off,” Richards said. “I was
pleased with how well the girls
were able to stay focused even
after that.”
The team plans to build off
the momentum they gained
from Friday’s meet. They will
work hard in practice to get
ready for this weekend.
“We’re just still working on
the basics. Finishing well, toes
pointed. They just need to go
out there feeling confident and
being confident,” Richards
said. “It’s taking awhile, but
I think this last meet showed
them that what we’re doing is
working.”
The Aggies remain at home
this week as they take on the
University of Utah. The Utes
have been ranked No. 3 for the
past three weeks, but this week
do not meet the requirements
of having enough away meet
scores to be nationally ranked.
“The girls are excited. I
think this meet has a lot of
potential,” Richards said. “It’s
going to be great. It should be
a fun one. It will have a great
crowd.”
“We always get a good
crowd and we know our fans
will be behind us,” Dillon said.
– megan.allen@aggiemail.usu.
edu

SENIOR GYMNAST LINDSIE BOONE goes through her unever bars routine during a Western
Athletics Conference duel against the No. 11 Boise State Broncos. Boone scored a 9.675, but the Aggies
fell to the Broncos, 196.250–193.600. The Aggies now prep for the University of Utah Utes. STERLING
BOIN photo

Signature: Aggies get big win over top 25 team on the road
-continued from page 8
and 1-of-2 shooting from 3-point land.
“He didn’t have great first half, but boy did he have a special second half,” Morrill said of Pane
The Gaels would make one last push toward the end of the game.
Senior forward Pooh Williams gave the Aggies their largest lead of
65-53 with 3:27 to play. The Gaels called timeout to stop the bleeding, and junior sharp-shooter Clint Steindl, who had been held
scoreless the entire game, hit back-to-back 3’s to cut the Aggie lead to
65-59.

Junior forward Brady Jardine put an end to the mini-run with a
monstrous two-handed jam plus the free-throw.
“We needed it right then,” Morrill said. “They had answered the
bell and made a few shots, and they were pressing us, and he got a
huge dunk.”
The Aggies return to WAC play on Saturday against the Idaho
Vandals.

– ty.d.hus@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Aggies notch road win, senior
Coddington sets steals record
By MEREDITH KINNEY
staff writer

SENIOR GUARD ALICE CODDINGTON pictured here driving for a lay-up earlier in the season
against the Idaho Vandals, recored four steals to become the all-time Aggie steals leader. Coddington
surpassed Aggie assistant coach and former player Danyelle Snelgro. JAMIE CRANE photo

The Utah State women’s basketball team headed to Moscow,
Idaho last Saturday to face the
University of Idaho Vandals.
For the second time this season,
the Aggies came out on top, this
time with a score of 67-51.
The Aggies finished the
game with four players in double
figures, including sophomore
Devyn Christensen, who netted
15 points and had 5 steals to cap
off the night.
USU dominated from the
opening tip, scoring quickly
and keeping momentum in its
favor. The Aggie defense forced
turnovers all night long, keeping the ball out of the Vandals
hands and taking away chances
to score.
“Whatever we can do to get
some fast break points and keep
the pace of the game up will help
us tremendously,” USU head
coach Raegan Pebley said.
The Aggies scored first with
jumpers from Banna Diop and
Ashlee Brown. Utah State would
keep the control for the entire
game, never relinquishing the
lead to Idaho.
The Vandals best chance
to take the lead came with 13
minutes left in the half when
junior guard Keri Anrendse hit a
3-point shot to put Idaho within
one point of the Aggies. USU
quickly rebounded, capitalizing
off a couple of Idaho turnovers

and fouls to drive the margin to
10 with six minutes left.
“We did a great job being
patient in our offense and working for high percentage shots,”
Pebley said.
The Aggies had 16 points in
the paint in the first half was
evidence of their ability work for
good shots.
Utah State’s impressive performance was due largely in part
to the Aggie bench, who came
out strong after senior guard
Alice Coddington got into foul
trouble. Coddington was only
able to play two minutes in the
first half after she picked up two
early fouls.
“Our depth was huge for us,
our bench played well,” Pebley
said. “Alice was in foul trouble
and so our back up points,
Jennifer Schlott and Pualei
Furtado did a great job.”
Idaho put up a strong fight to
finish out the first half, going on
a 10-3 run and forcing four Utah
State turnovers in six minutes.
The Vandals broke the Aggies
10-point lead down to three by
half time but USU wasn’t done
scoring.
The Aggies started the second
half on a 10-2 run in just four
minutes. Utah State’s defense
came out strong, frustrating the
Idaho offense and making the
most out of the Vandal’s turnovers.
Utah State picked up 21
points off of turnovers in the
second half, a stat that truly

tells the story of the game. The
Aggies didn’t back down, playing aggressively even when they
picked up their highest lead of
the night after Maddie Plunkett
drilled a 3-pointer to put USU
up by 18.
The aggressiveness of the
Aggies was highlighted by
Coddington, who broke Utah
State’s all-time steals record
while playing with four fouls.
Coddington, who started the
game one steal away from setting the record, looked to be in
danger of missing the mark after
early foul trouble kept her on the
bench for much of the game.
With three minutes left in
the game, she got her chance
when she stole the ball from
Idaho’s Anrendse and tacked
on a layup to complete the play.
That steal was Coddington’s
207th of her career. She broke
the record held previously by
current Utah State assistant
coach, Danyelle Snelgro.
Utah State will be back at
home for its next two games,
the first of which will take
place on Wednesday, Feb. 24,
against New Mexico State. The
Aggies, who are one win away
from tying their all-time high
in Western Athletic Conference
wins, are looking to break this
record to add on to an already
strong season.
– meredith.kinney@aggiemail.
usu.edu

Aggie Hockey gets
sweep over the Utes
By LANDON HEMSLEY
staff writer

Friday night at the Eccles
Ice Center in North Logan
was a fitting end to a long
journey for several different
players on the USU hockey
club, as the Aggies defeated
the Skatin’ Utes from the
University of Utah, 6-5,
in overtime on a virtually
impossible shot from five
feet off the goal line by USU
assistant captain Brendan
MacDonald.
Before the game began,
those who will be departing the USU hockey program were honored. David
Wyman, Kent Arsenault,
Matt Ferris, Jay McFadden,
and Seth Armitage are subject to ineligibility because
of graduation and will not
return next year.
Senior captain Kent
Arsenault said he will continue after this season with
many memories close to
heart. He said his best memories will be of the loud and
raucous USU crowds.
“I played a lot of hockey
back home in Canada,”
Arsenault said, “and I’ve
never seen crowds like this.
To this day it still sends
chills. It’s unbelievable.
Those are the memories for
me, just walking out on the
ice in front of those crowds.
It’s something that no one
else experiences in our
league.”
As for the game itself, the
Aggies started off poorly,
surrendering the first goal of
the game. USU tightened the
ship quickly, though, scoring
four straight in 14 minutes.
The Aggies headed into the
locker room after the second
period feeling comfortable,
though Utah had managed to
get one back near the end of
the second.
Utah struggled to maintain possession in the beginning minutes of the third,

but finally got the puck
into USU’s zone after four
minutes of game time. Utah
State recovered the puck and
moved to clear it to the neutral zone. Rather than send
it vertically, the puck was
cleared directly into the slot,
where Utah’s Josh Carlsberg
was waiting. He sent the
puck into the backside of an
overly exposed net, and the
Utes were within one at 4-3.
They leveled the score at four
apiece three minutes later.
The Aggies continued
fighting, but were unable to
get past Utah’s defense. Head
coach Jon Eccles credited the
Utes’ defensive prowess to
the excellent play of Ute goaltender Pete Gibb, who saved
53 shots and surrendered 6
goals. By comparison, Aggie
goaltender Dan Cornelius
only had to handle 33 shots
on the night.
“He really anticipated
shots well,” Eccles said of
Gibb. “We had some guys
that should have scored.
In normal times, our guys
would have buried those,
but he anticipated shots like
I haven’t seen him ever do
before.”
But with 8:48 left in regulation, the Aggies were able
to sneak a fifth goal past
Gibb. Senior Captain Kent
Arsenault flew behind the
net with the puck and connected with a hard-cutting
Matt Hamilton who sank a
one-timer into the netting.
The match was far from
done, however. A power-play
goal by Utah evened up the
tally at five, and suddenly the
Aggies were faced with a very
sticky situation: overtime on
senior night.
Enter Brendan
MacDonald.
It took only twenty seconds for MacDonald to take
a pass from Jeremy Martin,
move the puck down within
five feet of the goal line,
send a diagonal screamer
over Gibb’s left shoulder into
the side-netting of the goal,

and hear the arena absolutely erupt with applause.
MacDonald said the key was
playing Gibb’s anticipation
to his advantage.
“Marty had given me
a nice pass,” MacDonald
said, “and I saw (Tyler)
Mistel(bacher) going hard
to the net, but I took a look
at the goalie, trying to look
everybody off. I saw him
leave some room around the
shoulder, so I thought I’d
give her a chance, and it went
right where I wanted it to.”
Despite the victory, the
general consensus in the
locker room after the game
was that USU should never
have been in an overtime
situation.
“We were too comfortable
sitting in our own barn,”
Arsenault said. “Last minute shows, going into the
overtime like that, the fans
always love that, but for us,
we’d rather not be in that
position.”
“They believe that they
can skate with us and beat
us,” Eccles continued.
“They’ve taken us to a shootout in overtime before, which
we won in Salt Lake last year.
They are kind of thinking
that they’re knocking on the
door, and they’re really not.
When we give them opportunities like this, it kind of
reinforces it and increases
their self-confidence.”
The Aggies made good on
Eccles’s statement by following up their overtime thriller
with a 4-2 win in Salt Lake
City Saturday night to end
their regular season on the
road.
Next up for the Aggies is
the regional playoff, which
USU is hosting this year.
Four games will be held
at the Eccles ice arena this
Saturday from 10 a.m. to
9:30 p.m. The puck will drop
between no. 1 seeded USU
and no. 8 seeded Texas A&M
at 7 p.m.
– la.hem@aggiemail.usu.edu

SENIOR LEFT WING KENT ARSENAULT makes a strong move to the net during the Aggies
victory on Senior Night against the University of Utah, 6-5 in overtime. The Aggies also defeated the
Utes, 4-2 on the road. Aggie hockey now prepares for the self-hosted ACHA Western Regionals on Feb.
25-26. BRENDAN FONDA photo

Seniors deserve our best
If Utah State was needing to refocus the premier mid-major team in the nation
after the loss to Idaho, then the Aggies got this season.
exactly what they needed
Not only that, but the
in the past two weeks.
Aggies also got the big win
Oh, and a win on the
that they needed to add
road over a top 25 team.
The View to their NCAA Tournament
They got that too.
resume should they stumfrom
Saturday’s win at Saint
ble in the Western Athletic
Section F Conference Tournament
Mary’s showed that this
Utah State team does
this March.
indeed have everything it
Speaking of the WAC,
takes to earn the title of
USU can also clinch its third
“special” when this season
consecutive outright conis all said and done.
ference championship on
Now, that’s not to say that this isn’t a Saturday versus Idaho and fourth consecgreat team, because they are. To earn the utive conference championship overall.
title of special though is a whole different
Not only that, but it is senior night for
story. For a team to be classified as spe- six players who have been critical to the
cial, it has to have all the components that unprecedented success that Utah State
make up a great team, and then add in a has seen over these past four seasons.
little bit extra. That little bit extra is often From my view, there has never been
referred to as “the ‘it’ factor”.
a group of players more deserving of
It’s one of those things where you either a more thunderous send-off from their
have “it”, or you don’t.
home arena than these six players. Not to
After trailing nine points at halftime to a diminish the quality and loyalty of Aggie
Gaels team in dire need of a big win and fans over the years, because USU’s fans
playing on their home-court, “it” kicked are unquestionably among the nation’s
into gear, and Utah State came out with elite, but this year’s senior class has done
an absolutely dominant second half that quite a substantial amount of scratching
saw the defense completely lock down our metaphorical backs as sports fans.
Saint Mary’s, while USU’s offense got into It’s only fitting we as fans shred our vocal
a rhythm and never lost it’s tempo for the cords one last time for them in this buildrest of the game.
ing. A building where the four-year players
“It” was present when Tai Wesley, have compiled a 67-1 record during their
despite getting hit in his still-broken nose tenure at USU.
multiple times in the second half, manned
You know how a group of players comup took over the game offensively for piles a gaudy record like that during their
Utah State, essentially scoring at will and playing careers? They just have “it”.
drawing left and right from Saint Marys’
post defenders.
“It” was present again when Brady
Matt Sonnenberg is a senior majoring in
Jardine shattered any hope of a dramatic
print journalism. Matt is an avid fan of
comeback for Saint Mary’s with his dunk
Aggie athletics and can be found on the
that followed up back-to-back SMC 3front row of every home football and
pointers to immediately silence a crowd basketball game. He can also be reached
that was erupting with emotion and exciteat matt.sonn@aggiemail.usu.edu.
ment.
“It” is the reason why the Aggies are

Matt Sonnenberg
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Ben Williams for
ASUSU President

t is a long-standing tradition in American politics for newspaper editorial boards to endorse
candidates for public office. At The Statesman,
we have a unique opportunity to meet face to
face with all candidates, and with this comes the
responsibility to pass information on to the voting population of USU, most of whom are not
awarded the same intimate opportunity.
With this goal in mind, the editorial board of
The Utah Statesman interviewed the candidates
for ASUSU President – Erik Mikkelson, Keenan
Nuehring and Ben Williams – individually on
Tuesday night on topics including the proper role
of president, programming for a student body of
17,000 individuals, accountability and transparency in office and much more.
In our opinion, the student body is in good
hands regardless of which candidate is named
winner at the end of the week. These three candidates are truly some of USU’s finest and deciding
between them required much deliberation. In
no way do we expect our endorsement to take
the place of individual choice, we merely hope
to achieve increased discussion on the issues at
hand.
So, after considerable debate, we, the editors
of The Utah Statesman, endorse Ben Williams for
ASUSU President.
Williams understands that it is not the responsibility of the president alone to shoulder the
burdens of ASUSU. He talked about delegation
of tasks and holding individual members of the
Executive council accountable for their specific
job descriptions. At the same time, he understands the necessity of being involved alongside
his vice presidents in addressing and seeking out
the concerns of the student body, programming
diverse activities for a broad population of student
interests, and in reaching beyond the comfort
zone of those who are “in.”
Williams understands that with 17,000 students,
one single event cannot please all. He talked candidly about increasing the variety among ASUSUsponsored events in lieu of focusing on making
the big three – Howl, Mardis Gras and End of
Year – perpetually “bigger and better.”
He would be the first person to tell you that he
doesn’t have all the answers, and in that awareness he has shown a desire to seek out the best
alternatives and above all, take the necessary
risks. In his campaign he has focused a lot on
transparency and we believe him when he says he
will not conduct his business behind closed doors
and will own up to problems that occur.
All three candidates shared many of these goals,
and above all we encourage each and every
student to educate themselves on the individual
platforms and vote.

There’s more than one
way to go green
Is $100,000 enough to make
Opposition
Utah State University a more
environmentally conscious colResearch
lege? The proponents of the
Blue Goes Green fee seem to
think so. During this week’s
elections they are asking that
you give up six dollars a year to
fund a new initiative proposed
by the Sustainability Council to
create a more sustainable campus. For the equivalent of a delicious six-pack of PBR, you can do your part to help the environment as well as your university.
If only it was that simple.
I believe the Blue Goes Green Fee will be a colossal waste
of money and will fail to benefit students in any significant way.
The issue is not whether we should care about the environment. In fact all of us do, including me. The real issue at play is
if the Blue Goes Green Fee is a good policy to enact. I believe
that it is not so.
Now, six dollars a year may seem relatively small, but with
almost 17,000 students on campus, this equates to $100,000 a
year. Over 10 years, that will be a million dollars given to a student-run organization. That’s a lot of money being taken from
students for students.
My first issue with the proposal is the sunset clause. With the
way it is currently written, five years from now the Blue Goes
Green Fee will “undergo strong evaluation to determine its
value.” My problem is that it will be the administration, rather
than students, that will decide if the Blue Goes Green Fee is
worth keeping.
After five years, students will have paid over half a million
dollars in fees. We students should ultimately have the final say
if this program is worth keeping, not the administration.
The second problem I have is that we already have a Facilities

Justin Hinh

- See FEE, page 12
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ForumLetters
Editor’s tactics
were lazy
To the editor:
The Statesman has been a
useful and informative addition to my experience at Utah
State University. I appreciate
the world news, local news,
sports news and calendar.
What concerns me are
articles that seem to be published in an effort to “create”
news. There may not be a lot
of rapes, murders and drug
busts to write about, but it
seems like “child’s play” to
argue for the sake of arguing;
or in this case publishing. For
example: “Lets Get Ready to
Rumble” seems like a perfect
title for an article that is trying
to “create” a story by creating
controversy.
It almost seems lazy to “create” a story instead of finding
one that will actually benefit
the student-body. Maybe I
am falling into that trap by
responding and acknowledging the behavior that seems
to give some journalists a
“cocktail of ecstasy that they
can’t drink fast enough”. The
article admits to a lull in top
stories giving “little fodder”
(another reference to fighting) for politics. The author
continues by making personal attacks against members of ASUSU and potential
candidates. In the very same
article, in reference to news,
he wrote that “The Statesman
endeavored to remain neutral and objective”. What was

written in “Lets Get Ready
to Rumble” made that statement laughable.
Are we really sinking to
the level of so much of the
world’s so-called media? Is
the editor and chief really
setting that kind of example
to the Statesman staff? Is
controversy and the idea of
getting ready to “fight” the
message that we really want
to send to the student body
to start off their week? Is it
the Statesman’s job to publish
the news? Or is it to create
controversy and wage what
appeared to be a personal
vendetta?
The members of ASUSU
may not be perfect, but the
put in a lot of time trying to
make Utah State University a
better place for everyone. In
my opinion that seems like a
much more fruitful endeavor
then sowing the seeds of discord and contention. Aren’t
we all on the same team?
Isn’t each one of us an Aggie?
How can we build a future
or a legacy when we’re busy
tearing each other down?
If anyone wants controversy that bad they should
move to Egypt.
Joel Smith

Vote No on Blue
goes Green
To the editor:

Only a more responsible
student body can achieve the
larger goals. Money won’t do
it, and a new full-time position

Letters to
the editor •
A public forum
sure won’t do it. Why complicate matters by creating
an office that can then build
its own agenda? Especially at
our expense? Right now, with
no added fee, students can
come together and address
the issues that mean the most
to us. Isn’t that the best allaround?
For example: If we want
to see less paper waste, we
can raise the issue with our
teachers who seem excessive
about handouts. Wouldn’t
thoughtful feedback from
students one-by-one gain at
least as much traction as a
single employee hired to do
this same talking?
Another example: Riding
the bus, bicycling, carpooling, walking further, all are
individual choices. No committee can make up for the
impact of these. Next time
you’re at the crosswalk, think
about it – the more traffic
slows down for those on foot,
the less efficient it becomes
to drive everywhere. Who
has greater impact, the people with signs saying “Leave
your car home,” or the masses of students on foot, making drivers think twice about
their habits?
It’s not about “put your
money where your mouth
is”, it’s about more students
needing to speak their minds
and live green themselves.
No amount of money can
even begin to make that kind
of impact!
Joseph Woodard

Cutting through the political talk
In Montana
Faculty
this year, a
state legislaVoices
tor his written
a bill simply
declaring that
global warming is natural
– at least he
admits it’s happening, which is more than we can say for
Sens. Hatch and Lee and Representatives
Bishop and Chaffetz. Still, I’d like to suggest
that this is a tragic waste of legislative power.
If we can legislate physics, why not write a
law that declares cow shit is gold. Now THAT
would benefit Montana.
In Utah last year, our own legislature passed
a bill (HJR 12) simultaneously declaring that:
1) Global warming isn’t happening; 2) Global
warming is happening, but natural; 3) Physicsbased climate models are nonsense – and by
“physics-based”, we mean the same physics
that has brought us laser pointers, iPhones
and the Cheeto – 4) Economist-based proclamations of the economic disaster to ensue
should we attempt to regulate carbon, are the
word of God – and by “economist-based,”
we mean the same economists who successfully predicted the subprime mortgage crises,
subsequent global financial collapse and the
success of the Zune – and 5) Those scientists
who “promote” global warming are both
incompetent and dishonest – by “those scientists” we mean the unsavory, seedy, fringe
bunch who comprise the National Academy
of Sciences and more than 70 other such

Rob Davies

ridiculous organizations with blatantly realitybased agendas.
Still, my personal moment of rapture came
when my home state of South Dakota passed
a bill declaring global warming to be largely
due to “astrological” influences. Is there an
emoticon signifying “my head just exploded
right after snrrrfing milk through my nose?”
Here in Cache Valley, the county council
suggests that the only problem with our winter air is bad press, and one member of the
Logan City Council writes that our winter air
problem is clearly not a problem since Cache
Valley residents live longer than average. In
Salt Lake, the legislature is poised to pass
another bill (HJR 19) calling on Congress to
prevent the Environmental Protection Agency
from regulating greenhouse gases. Now, bear
in mind that the EPA is actually mandated by
Congress to regulate pollutants and has been
ordered by the Supreme Court to specifically
regulate greenhouse gases. Thus, HJR 19 is
on par with asking Congress to prevent the
Food Safety Administration from regulating
salmonella because it would be too expensive
for food producers to, you know, clean their
stuff.
As I write, the U.S. House of Representatives
prepares an inquisition for scientists who study
climate. Not because anyone has found anything wrong with their science but because
Sen. Inhoffe hates Al Gore – by “hate” I
mean, with the heat of ten thousand burning
rain forests. Here in Utah, the chair of the
legislature’s Public Education Subcommittee,

- See CLIMATE, page 12
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About letters

• Letters should be limited to 400 words.
• All letters may be
shortened, edited or
rejected for reasons
of good taste, redundancy or volume of
similar letters.
• Letters must be
topic oriented. They
may not be directed
toward individuals.
Any letter directed to
a specific individual
may be edited or not
printed.
• No anonymous letters will be published.
Writers must sign all
letters and include a
phone number or email address as well
as a student identification number (none of
which is published).
Letters will not be
printed without this
verification.
• Letters representing
groups — or more
than one individual
— must have a singular representative
clearly stated, with all
necessary identification information.
• Writers must wait 21
days before submitting successive letters
— no exceptions.
• Letters can be hand
delivered or mailed
to The Statesman in
the TSC, Room 105,
or can be e-mailed to
statesman@aggiemail.
usu.edu, or click on
www.utahstatesman.
com for more letter
guidelines and a box
to submit letters.

Online poll
Are you voting this
year?
•
•
•

Yes, it’s important
to participate.
No, it’s just a popularity contest.
Maybe, I have to
see what coupons
I get.

Visit us on the Web at
www.utahstatesman.
com
to cast your vote and
see results from this
straw poll.

SUMMER IN MAINE
Males and Females
Meet new friends! Travel!
Teach your favorite activity.
• Tennis
• Canoe
• Waterski
• Gymnastics
• Silver Jewelry
• English Riding
• Copper Enameling
• Basketball
• Field Hockey
• Theater Costumer
• Softball
• Newsletter
• Lacrosse

• Swim
• Sail
• Kayak
• Archery
• Rocks
• Ropes
• Art
• Pottery
• Office
• Photo
• Soccer
• Dance

June to August. Residential.
Enjoy our website.
Apply Online.
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for GIRLS:
1-800-997-4347
www.tripplakecamp.com
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Fee: Facilities already functioning

Climate: What do you believe?
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-continued from page 11

department dedicated to creating a sustainable USU. If you
go to the facilities website,
you can click the sustainability side-link and see all the
work that facilities has done
over the years. Here are some
examples:
• Installed new variable
speed drives and pumps in
irrigation pump houses that
operate more efficiently and
reduce power consumption.
• Occupancy sensors have
been installed for lighting systems across campus which
reduces usage and maximizes
the use of daylight.
• Retrofitted 3.5 million
square feet of space with new
efficient fluorescent lighting,
reducing the power bill by 30
percent.
The reason Facilities works

to create a sustainable campus is because that is their job.
They have been mandated to
cut cost and so far they have
done a terrific job. Their $12
million annual budget is paid
for by the state. So students
don’t need to pay higher fees
in order to have a sustainable campus. We are already
moving toward a sustainable
campus and the status quo is
already solving for itself.
The sustainability council
replies that the fee will act
as an additional resource to
campus facilities and will provide students the ability to
help with projects. But when
you look at the proposed list
of projects that want to work
with facilities, it becomes
apparent that they would need
facilities more than facilities
needs them. Facilities would

be bringing to the table an
annual budget of $12 million
a year as well as an excellent
track record of sustainability.
The sustainability council would bring in $100,000
and a track record consisting
mostly of seminars and Aggie
Blue Bikes. Facilities already
has the authority, manpower and money to implement
all the projects proposed by
the Blue Goes Green fee.
If the sustainability council
is so determined to receive
funding, I recommend working with facilities for money.
Work with them to implement
sustainable projects that cut
costs and divert those savings
toward the council.
The fee’s political aspirations are commendable. But
this fee will do little to nothing
that is not already being done
and it will be next to impossible for students to overturn.
Choose the more responsible
position on this issue. Vote
NO on the Blue Goes Green
Fee.
Justin Hinh is a sophomore
in political science. He can be
reached at justintsn10@gmail.
com.

-continued from page 11

Sen. Chris Buttars, says educators who teach global warming
are “pushing the communist party line.” Nice. To be fair, he
may have a point: my hammer and sickle sit right next to my
copies of Newton’s Principia and Darwin’s Origin of Species.
So what’s going on? Are these people stupid? Evil? No. And
no. That would be easier. What they are is woefully unprepared to evaluate the information before them. And that’s a
tragedy. The job of leadership is to look ahead, to recognize
risks and opportunities and prepare accordingly. But rather
than acknowledge problems, our leaders choose to declare
them “no problem.” While China prepares to dominate the
21st century, investing heavily in renewables, our leadership
here in Utah and the nation looks to reclaim the 19th century
– declaring coal, oil and fossils the energy of the future.
While others move forward, our own policymakers are
hamstrung with a consummate “can’t do” attitude. “Transition
to renewable energy? Can’t be done!” I personally witnessed
Rep. Bishop declare we will never, NEVER, get more than 20
percent of our energy from renewables. In other words, our
learned representative believes we will always, ALWAYS, get
80 percent of our energy from NON-renewables. I’m not sure
he’s clear on the meaning of non-renewable. While serious
people study how to move us forward, ignorant bullies on talk
radio and cable “news” villify them. You remember the bullies,
don’t you? They shout everyone down, must have their way,
then laughingly apologize when the damage is done, crying
“How were we supposed to know?”
As university students, this is the time to begin asking yourself on a daily basis what you believe – and to follow that question with another: “Based on what?” And it’s a time to examine
those things that, until now, you have just accepted – that
atoms exist; that viruses cause colds; that BYU sucks. And it’s
most certainly a time to wrest your future from purblind, adolescent policymakers. And do some totally rad roadtrips.
Rob Davies is a physicist with the Utah Climate Center and
guest faculty in the department of Plant, Soils and Climate.
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& (OHFWULFDO (QJLQHHULQJ $VVLVWDQW
%2(
& 0XOH 'HHUFR\RWH 7HFKQLFLDQ
SHUPRQWKSOXVIRRG
&:HE'HVLJQHU
& 8FF /RJLVWLFV &RRUGLQDWRU 

&5HVHDUFK$VVLVWDQW
&7HDFKLQJ$VVLVWDQW
&3ULYDWH0XVLF,QVWUXFWRU
&7XWRUKU
&*UDGXDWH,QVWUXFWRU
&8QGHUJUDGXDWH5HVHDUFKHU

Getting Married?

First month of rent
Must move in between February 25th and March 18th
Requires contract through May, 2012

FREE!

TimeOut
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All But Dead • sarah.a@aggiemail.usu.edu

Pearls Before Swine • Steve Pastis

Friends by Default • Trevor.Stewart@aggiemail.usu.edu

Loose Parts • Dave Blazek

Breaking the Mold • Kenneth.Locke@aggiemail.usu.edu

Dilbert • Scott Adams

Bound & Gagged • Dana Summers

Synaptic Meltdown •

Rhymes with Orange • Hilary Price

& &RQQHFWLRQV 3URJUDP $VVLVWDQW

&6RLO5HVHDUFK$VVLVWDQWKU
&%DNHU\:RUNHUSHUKRXU
&/DE$VVLVWDQW
&,QWUDPXUDO6SRUWV2IILFLDOSHU
JDPH
&<RXWK3URJUDPV$VVLVWDQW&RRU
GLQDWRU'2(
&3LDQR$FFRPSDQLVW
&&KHPLVWU\7XWRU
&5RSHV&RXUVH)DFLOLWDWRU
%2(
&,QIRUPDWLRQ6SHFLDOLVWKU
&$JODE$VVLVWDQWKU
&0RZLQJKU
&5HVHDUFK$VVLVWDQWPRQWK
&6XEVWLWXWH7HDFKHU
& 6FLHQWLILF 'ULOOLQJ )LHOG  /DE
$VVWV
& &XVWRPHU 6HUYLFH 7RRHOH 'LV
WDQFH(GKU
F$JJLH%DUQ5HVHDUFKHU'2(
& $PHULFDQ 6LJQ /DQXJDJH ,QWHU
SUHWHU
& /DERUDWRU\ 7HFKQLFLDQ PLQLPXP


&0DQDJHU
2II&DPSXV-REV
4XDOLW\&RQWURO,QWHUQVKLS
%DE\VLWWHU
/DE$VVLVWDQW
/HDG*HQHUDWRUPDUNHWLQJ5HS
-XQLRU0DUNHWLQJ&RRUGLQDWRU'2(
0DUNHWLQJ$VVRFLDWH
 :HE $SS 'HYHORSHU %DVHG RQ ([
SHULHQFH
0DUNHWLQJ,QWHUQ9DULHV
 ,QWHUQDWLRQDO 5HSUHVHQWDWLYH &RP
PLVVLRQQHJRWLDEOH
)LQDQFLDO$GYLVRU
$GYDQFHG6XUYH\7HDPKUPQWK
ZNO\ERQXVHV
7HFKQLFLDQLQVWDOOHUSHULQVWDOO
$ODUP7HFKQLFLDQ
 2SWLRQDO *\PQDVWLFV &RDFK 
EDVHGRQH[SHULHQFH
 (PDLO 1HZVOHWWHU :ULWHU 1HJRWLDEOH
3URMHFW
 /LYHLQ &RXSOH )UHH 5RRP%DRUG 
6DODU\
7HFKQRORJ\&DPS,QVWUXFWRU6WDUWLQJ
ZHHN
6XPPHU6DOHV

Answers elsewhere in this issue

%RRNNHHSHURIILFH$GPLQSHU
KRXU
 ([SHULHQFHG *DUGHQ &HQWHU +HOS
1HJRWLDEOHZ([SHULHQFH
7HFKQLFDO6XSSRUWKRXU
$7HOHSKRQH6DOHV$JHQW
SHUKRXU
5RXWH0DQDJHU
%RDW5HQWDOV
0DUNHWHUKU
&ROOHJH:RUNV3DLQWLQJ%2(
 6HQLRU ,QWHUQHW $SSOLFDWLRQV 'HYHO
RSHU
3HUVRQDO$LGHVWDUWVDW
0DUNHWHU%2(
 &RQFHVVLRQ 6XSHUYLVRU  RU
'2(
 *UDSKLF 'HVLJQHUZHE 'HYHORSHU
'2(
:HE'HVLJQ'2(
:HE'HVLJQSURJUDPPHUQHJRWLDEOH
3DUWWLPH1DQQ\KRXVH.HHSHU5RRP
%RDUGIRU6HUYLFHV
6LJHS+RXVH&RRN
6DOHV5HSUHVHQWDWLYH
 ,UULJDWLRQ 6SULQNOHU 7HFKQLFLDQ 
%2(
0DUNHWHUSHUOHDG
$XWR6DOHVSHUVRQ
6DOHV([HFXWLYH
6DOHV
%RRNHHSLQJ&OHUN'2(
%DUWHQGHUVHUYHU'2(
0RYLQJ+HOS
%ULGDO&RQVXOWDQW6DOHV$VVRFLDWH
3RHWU\-XGJH
0DWK7XWRUSHUKRXU
(WKQLF+DLU
/LQX[$GPLQ$QG'HYHORSHU1HJR
WLDEOH
0DUNHWLQJ$VVLVWDQWQHJRWLDEOH
$FFRXQWLQJ$VVLVWDQW%2(
'RFXPHQW3URFHVVRU%2(
3DUW7LPH6RIWZDUH(QJLQHHUKU
2297 North Main, Logan
753-6444

Open Sun-Fri at 3:45 | Sat. & Mon. 11:30 for Matinees

/HYY`7V[[LYHUK
[OL+LH[OS`
/HSSV^ZW[
7.
+HPS`! !
5V !VU:\UKH`

*OYVUPJSLZVM5HY
UPH!=V`HNLVM[OL
+H^U;YLHKLY7.
+HPS`!!
:H[HUK4VU4H[PULL
!!

.\SSP]LY»Z;YH]LSZ 4LNHTPUK +7.
+HPS`!
7.

:H[HUK4VU4H[PULL
+HPS`!
:H[HUK4VU4H[PULL !!
!!
@VNP)LHY+7.
;OL9P[L7. +HPS`!!
+HPS` !
:H[HUK4VU4H[PULL
5V !VU:\UKH`
!!

;YVU3LNHJ`7. ;OL;V\YPZ[7.
+HPS`! !
5V !VU:\UKH`

+HPS` !
5V !VU:\UKH`

b.luke@aggiemail.usu.edu
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StatesmanBack Burner

Wednesday

Feb. 23
Today is Wednesday,
Feb. 23, 2011. Today’s
issue of The Utah
Statesman is published
especially for Katie
Killpack, a graduate
student studying political science from Boise,
Idaho.

Almanac
Today in History:
In 1945, during
the bloody Battle
for Iwo Jima, U.S.
Marines from the 3rd
Platoon, E Company,
2nd Battalion, 28th
Division take the crest
of Mount Suribachi,
the island’s highest
peak and most strategic position, and raise
the U.S. flag.

Weather
High: 34° Low: 28°
Skies: Partly cloudy

- Recent Alumni Art Exhibit, Tippetts
- Last day to enter into Design Star
Competition, Interior Design Office
- Meditation Club, TSC, 1:30 p.m.
- Test Anxiety Workshop, TSC 335, 3:30
- Primary winners will be announced,
Hub, 4 p.m.
- Body Image Workshop, TSC, 5 p.m.
- Reuse, Reduce, Recycle Auction, 6 p.m.
- Explore to Conserve, Swaner
EcoCenter, 6 p.m.
- Engineering Community Expo, ENGR,
6:30 p.m.
- Miss Indian USU Pageant, TSC, 7 p.m.
- Our Country’s Good, Morgan Theatre,
7:30 p.m.

Thursday

Feb. 24

You need to know....

Our Country’s Good theater
production on Feb. 23-26
at 7:30 p.m. in the Morgan
Theatre. A historic drama
about the lives of English convicts in 18th century Australia.

The USU Wind Orchestra
and Symphonic Band present
their annual winter concert.
Performance will be in the Kent
Concert Hall Feb. 25 at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets are $8 for general admission and free for USU students.
Spring fever? It is time to get
started with seeding and transplanting. Get weekly up dates on
what you can do to help at the
Student Farm. Always a blast! studentfarm@lists.usu.edu.
SHRM Lunch Lecture Series
Feb. 28. Business building OC
Tanner Lounge, 9th Floor. 11:30 - 1
p.m.
USU’s Dance Company Full
Circle is holding guest artist auditions for their show
“Chromatics: Life in Color” on
March 3-4. Registration starts at 3 Strange
p.m. and auditions at 4 p.m. at the
Kent Concert Hall. There is a $5
Audition fee! Questions: Contact
Krissy at dancecom@hotmail.com.
Darrin Brooks and Nancy Hills
present, “Big Hair, Big Chair: The
Power and Influence of Women
in the 18th Century” as part of
Women’s History Month. The
event is free and is open to all. MC
Library 101 March 3 at 3:30 - 5:00
p.m.
Annual Spring Book Sale.
From beach reading to scholarly
texts, there’s something for everyone. All books only 25 cents,
only three days. Sale starts 9 a.m.
March 2, continues during regular
library hours, and ends 5pm Friday,
March 4. Come to the Atrium of
the Merrill-Cazier Library, and find
something to entertain, feed, or
boggle your mind from our diverse
selection.
On Feb 23, from 6-8, the
College of Engineering is hosting
a Community Open House in
the Engineering Building. Apollo
13 Flight Controller Sy Liebergot
will speak at 6:30. View displays
and demonstrations from the clubs
and departments in the College of
Engineering.

USU SYTYCD

USU’s So You Think You Can
Dance Competition will be
held on Feb. 24 in the TSC
Ballroom! CASH PRIZE for the
winner and Celebrity Judge.

Primary results

Primary winners will be
announced on the 23rd at 4:00
p.m. in the TSC Hub. ASUSU
Final elections campaigning will run until the 25th.
Elections Dance Party Feb.
24 from 8-11 p.m. in the TSC
International Lounge. Be
involved! Vote!

Mrs. Hill

- ASUSU Final Elections
- Recent Alumni Art Exhibit, Tippetts
- Communication and Leadership
Seminar, Eccles Conf. Center, all day
- Weight Watcher Class, TSC, 11:45
- Free Fitness Assessments, HPER,
Noon
- Statesman Vice Presidents Debate.
12:30 TSC Auditorium.
- ASUSU Final Debate, TSC Hub, 1
p.m.
- Provost Series on Instructional
Excellence, Library, 2 p.m.
- Abdelhalim Khader Forum, Library,
4:30
- CIL Short Course, ESLC Auditorium,
5:30 p.m.
- Women’s Basketball vs. New Mexico
State, Spectrum, 7 p.m.
- Macey’s cooking classes, 7 p.m.
- USU’s So You Think You Can Dance,
TSC Ballroom
- Our Country’s Good, Morgan
Theatre, 7:30 p.m.
- ASUSU Election’s Dance Party, TSC,
8 p.m.

Deep End•tyson.cole@aggiemail

Theater

Come see Mrs. Hill presented by the Theatre Student
Association Feb. 28-March 2
at 7:30 p.m. in the Black Box
Theatre. Tickets are $5 and $3
for TSA members.

RRR Auction

Reuse, Reduce, Recycle (RRR)
Auction held weekly on
Wednesdays 6:00 p.m. 244 S
Main. Live auctioneer, food
vendors, and lots of goods to be
sold and fun to be had. Please
stop by early and browse the
auction and sign up to be a
bidder!

Spring Break

Spend Spring Break in Moab!
Take Cycling (PE 1550) and
earn credit while having fun in
Moab. This one-credit course
is for all mountain bikers
beginning - advanced. Register
using CRN 21897. For more
info contact Tommy Murphy:
t.murphy@aggiemail.usu.edu
or (435) 787-8556.

Brew•Peter Deering

More Calendar and FYI
listings, Interactive Calendar
and Comics at

www.utahstatesman.com
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SpecialFeatures

7EDNESDAY
-ARCHª
ªªAMªTO
ªªPM
43#
0ERFORMªAª/NE -INUTEª-IRACLEªATª#AREERª&AIR
"Yª+EVINª'RAY
ª 2EPRINTEDªFROMª*OB7EBª
ªªªªWWWJOBWEBCOM
ª
ª 9OUªSTEPªINTOªTHEªHUBBUBªOFªTHEªCAREERªFAIR ª
TAKEªAªDEEPªBREATH ªANDªMAKEªYOURªWAYªTOWARDªAª
REPRESENTATIVEªFROMªTHEªTOP RANKEDªCOMPANYªONª
YOURªPERSONALªLISTª4HISªISªTHEªCOMPANYªYOUªWANTª
TOªWORKªFOR ªANDªTHEªWOMANªYOUªAREªAPPROACHINGª
ISªTHEªFIRSTªGATEKEEPER
ª 9OUªMAKEªEYEªCONTACTª3MILEª3AYªHIª9OURª
PRACTICEDªFIRMªHANDSHAKEªFOLLOWSª!NDªTHENªª
YOUgREªON
ª %VENªTHOUGHªNOªONEªYELLSª,IGHTS ªCAMERA ª
ACTIONªTHISªMIGHTªBEªASªCLOSEªTOªANªAUDITIONªASª
YOUªWILLªEVERªCOMEª7HATªCANªYOUªSAYªANDªDOªDUR
INGªTHEªNEXTªªSECONDSªTOªMAKEªTHISªRECRUITERª
WANTªTOªEXPLOREªTHEªPOSSIBILITYªOFªHIRINGªYOU
ª 3EVERALªCAREERªSERVICESªCOUNSELORSªRECOMMENDª
DRAFTINGªANªINTRODUCTIONªASªAªBRIEFªCOMMER
CIALªTHATªALLOWSªYOUªTOªSELLªYOURSELFª-ARKª2EED ª
CAREERªCOUNSELORªATª#ALIFORNIAª3TATEª5NIVERSITY ª
(AYWARD ªSUGGESTSªDEVELOPINGªANªELEVATORª
SPEECH ªAªPERSONALªPRESENTATIONªJUSTªLONGªENOUGHª
TOªSAYªTOªSOMEONEªINªANªELEVATORªBEFOREªTHEYª
REACHªTHEIRªFLOORª!FTERªALL ªYOUªNEVERªKNOWªWHENª
ORªWHEREªANªOPPORTUNITYªWILLªARISEªTOªPITCHªYOUR
SELF
ª
&OLLOWªTHEª&ORMULA
ª #OLLEGEªCAREERªCOUNSELORSªANDªEMPLOYERSªALIKEª
SUGGESTªFOLLOWINGªAªFORMULAªFORªYOURªINTRODUCTIONª
!CCORDINGªTOªTHEM ªSTUDENTSªSHOULDªPROVIDEªTHEª
FOLLOWINGªINFORMATIONªDURINGªTHEIRªINTRODUCTION
ª.AMEª
ª#LASSªSENIOR ªJUNIOR ªSOPHOMORE ª
ª-AJORª
ª/PPORTUNITIESªTHATªYOUªAREªSEEKINGª
ª2ELEVANTªEXPERIENCEªWORK ªINTERNSHIP ªVOLUN
TEERªWORK ª
ª(IGHLIGHTSªOFªSKILLSªANDªSTRENGTHSª
ª+NOWLEDGEªOFªTHEªCOMPANY
ª 4AILORªYOURªINTRODUCTIONªTOªEACHªEMPLOYERª
BASEDªONªGOODªRESEARCHªANDªKNOWLEDGEªOFªEACHª
COMPANY THISªWILLªGENERALLYªIMPRESSªRECRUITERSª
4EDª"OURAS ªDIRECTORªOFªTHEª'RAINGERª#ENTERªFORª
3UPPLYª#HAINª-ANAGEMENTªATªTHEª5NIVERSITYªOFª

7ISCONSIN -ADISONª"USINESSª
3CHOOL ªSAYSªYOUªSHOULDªARTICU
LATEªHOWªYOUgLLªFITªWITHªTHEª
COMPANYªBASEDªUPONªYOURª
RESEARCH
ª $OªYOURªRESEARCHªBEFOREªTHEª
CAREERªFAIRª
ª !ªLISTªOFªEMPLOYERSªATTENDINGª
ISªUSUALLYªAVAILABLEªPRIORªTOªTHEª
EVENTªTHROUGHªTHEªCAREERªSERVIC
ESªOFFICEª-OSTªCOMPANIESªHAVEª
WEBªSITESªTHATªPROVIDEªINFOR
MATIONªABOUTªTHEIRªPRODUCTSª
ANDªSERVICESª/THERªRESOURCESª
SUCHªASªANNUALªREPORTS ªPRESSª
RELEASES ªANDªNEWSPAPERªCOV
ERAGEªAREªALSOª
VERYªHELP
FULªANDªCANª
USUALLYª
BEªFOUNDª
ONªTHEª
)NTERNETª
ORªINªTHEª
LIBRARYª
WITHªAª
LITTLEªDIGGING
!SKªANª%NGAGINGª
1UESTION
ª 4RACEYª#ROSS
"AKER ªASSOCIATEªDIRECTORªOFªCAREERªSERVICESªANDª
LEADERSHIPªEDUCATIONªATª3Tª,AWRENCEª5NIVERSITY ª
SUGGESTSªTHATªYOUªENDªYOURªINTRODUCTIONªBYªASK
INGªAªFOCUSEDªQUESTIONªTHATªWILLªENGAGEªTHEª
EMPLOYERªINªCONVERSATIONª2OBERTª*ANKOUSKAS ª
HUMANªRESOURCESªANALYSTªFORªTHEª0ENNSYLVANIAª
$EPARTMENTªOFª4RANSPORTATION ªSAIDªHEªOFTENª
REMEMBERSªSTUDENTSªBYªTHEªQUESTIONSªTHEYªASKª
DURINGªCAREERªFAIRS
ª #ROSS "AKERªSUGGESTSªASKINGª#OULDªYOUªTELLª
MEªMOREªABOUTªTHEªNEWªPRODUCT ªYOUªAREªDEVEL
OPINGªORª#OULDªYOUªTELLªMEªMOREªABOUTªYOURª
FINANCIALªMANAGEMENTªTRAININGªPROGRAM
ª 3EVERALªTHINGSªCAREERªSERVICESªCOUNSELORSªANDª
EMPLOYERSªSAYªYOUªSHOULDªAVOIDªDOINGªINCLUDE

ª!SKINGªWHATªTHEªCOMPANYªDOESª
ª!SKINGªIFªTHEªCOMPANYªHASªANYªJOBSªANDª
ª7HENªASKEDªWHATªTYPEªOFªPOSITIONªYOUªAREªSEEK
ING ªSAYINGªYOUªWOULDªBEªWILLINGªTOªDOªANYTHINGª
ATªTHEªCOMPANY
ª -ANYªCAREERªSERVICESªCOUNSELORSªRECOMMENDª
PRACTICINGªYOURªINTRODUCTIONª7INGINGªITªISªNOTª
AªVERYªWISEªPLANªOFªACTION ªESPECIALLYªWHENªAª
POTENTIALªJOBªISªATªSTAKE
ª
9OUgLLªPROJECTªCONFIDENCEªANDªCHARISMAª
DURINGªYOURªINTRODUCTIONªIFªYOUªAREªCOMFORT
ABLEªWITHªWHATªYOUªAREªSAYINGª2EMEMBER ª
THEªWORDSªTHATªYOUªSAYªAREªJUSTªPARTªOFªYOURª
PRESENTATIONªPACKAGEªTOªPOTENTIALªEMPLOY
ERSª9OURªOVERALLªMANNERªANDªCONFIDENCEª
AREªALSOªCRITICALªCOMPONENTSªTOªTHEª
SUCCESSFULªINTRODUCTIONª/FªCOURSE ª
YOURªCONFIDENCEªANDªPERSONALITYª
SHOULDªBEªOBVIOUS ªBUTªNOTªINªANªEXAG
GERATEDªORªCOCKYªWAYJUSTªAªPROFES
SIONALªONE
ª )NCORPORATEªPOSITIVEªNONVERBALª
COMMUNICATIONS ªSUCHªASªEYEªCONTACT ª
FACIALªEXPRESSIONS ªBODYªLANGUAGE ªPOS
TURE ªETCª!ªMIRROR ªAªFRIEND ªANDORªAª
CAREERªSERVICESªSTAFFªMEMBERªAREªALLªGOODª
PRACTICEªPARTNERSª!SKªFORªCONSTRUCTIVEªCRITI
CISMªANDªTRYªITªAGAINª4AKEªTHEªADAGEªPRAC
TICEªDOESNgTªMAKEªPERFECTªPERFECTªPRACTICEª
MAKESªPERFECTªTOªHEART

hª%VENªTHOUGHªNOªONEª
YELLSª@,IGHTS ªCAMERA ª
ACTIONªTHISªMIGHTªBEªASª
CLOSEªTOªANªAUDITIONªASª
YOUªWILLªEVERªCOMEv

ª4HINGSªTOª4AKEª!WAYª&ROMªAª#AREERª&AIR
"Yª3ALLYª+EARSLEYª
2EPRINTEDªFROMª*OB7EBªWWWJOB
WEBCOM ªWITHªPERMISSIONªOFªTHEª
.ATIONALª!SSOCIATIONªOFª#OLLEGESª
ANDª%MPLOYERS ªCOPYRIGHTªHOLDER
ª ª"USINESSªCARDSªFROMªTHEª
RECRUITERSªYOUªHAVEªMETª5SEªTHEª

CARDSªTOªWRITEªFOLLOW UPªNOTESªTOª
THOSEªORGANIZATIONSªINªWHICHªYOUªAREª
MOSTªINTERESTEDª
ª ª.OTESªABOUTªCONTACTSªYOUª
MADEª4AKEªPAPERªANDªPENªWITHªYOUª
TOªWRITEªDOWNªIMPORTANTªDETAILSª
ABOUTªPARTICULARªORGANIZATIONS ª
INCLUDINGªNAMESªOFªPEOPLEªWHOªMAYª

NDª!NNUALª#AREERª&AIR
7EDNESDAY ª-ARCHª ª
ªªAMªTOªªPM
4AGGARTª3TUDENTª#ENTER ª
NDª&LOOR
ª -AKEªTHEªMOSTªOUTªOFªTHEª#AREERª&AIRªBYª
PREPARINGªFORªTHISªIMPORTANTªNETWORKINGª
EVENTªAHEADªOFªTIMEªª2EVIEWªTHEªFOLLOWINGª
KEYSªTOªSUCCESSFULª#AREERª&AIRªATTENDANCEª
ANDªVISITªYOURªCAREERªCOACHªATª#AREERª3ERVIC
ESªFORªANYªADDITIONALªQUESTIONSªANDªADVICE
ª 7HETHERªYOUªAREªAªFRESHMANªORªAª0H$ªCAN
DIDATE ªSUREªOFªYOURªACADEMICªMAJORªORªNOT ª
5TAHª3TATESª#AREERª&AIRªCANªSERVEªASªAªVALU
ABLEªRESOURCEªTOªEXPLOREªCAREERSªANDªSEEKª

NOTªHAVEªHADªBUSINESSªCARDSª4AKEª
AªFEWªMINUTESªAFTERªYOUªLEAVEªEACHª
TABLEªTOªJOTªDOWNªTHESEªNOTESª
ª ª)NFORMATIONªABOUTªORGANIZA
TIONSªYOUªHAVEªCONTACTEDª-OSTª
RECRUITERSªWILLªHAVEªINFORMATIONª
FORªYOUªTOªPICKªUP ªINCLUDINGªCOM
PANYªBROCHURES ªCOMPUTERªDISKETTESª

EMPLOYMENTªª!TTENDªTHISª#AREERª&AIRªTO
ª s%XPLOREªDIFFERENTªCAREERªlELDSªBYªVISIT
INGªWITHªOVERªªEMPLOYERSªFROMªALLªTYPESªOFª
AGENCIESªANDªORGANIZATIONSª ªINªONEªPLACEªATª
ONEªTIME
ª s4ALKªWITHªRECRUITERSªABOUTªTHEªVARIETYªOFª
CAREERªPATHSªAVAILABLE
ª s'AINªINSIGHTSªFROMªTHEªEMPLOYERSªYOUª
MIGHTªOBTAINªANªINTERNSHIPªORªCAREERªPOSITIONª
WITH
ª s&INDªOUTªHOWªTOªAPPLYªFORªOPENªPOSITIONSª
ANDªSCHEDULEªON CAMPUSªINTERVIEWSªTHEªNEXTª
DAYªª
ª s%XPANDªYOURªNETWORKªOFªEMPLOYERªCON
TACTS

ORª#$gS ªPOSITIONªDESCRIPTIONS ªANDª
OTHERªDATAª9OUªWONgTªHAVEªTIMEªTOª
DEALªWITHªTHESEªATªTHEªFAIRª
ª ª!ªBETTERªSENSEªOFªYOURªCAREERª
OPTIONSª)FªYOUªHAVEªUSEDªTHEªEVENTª

- See TAKE AWAY, page 16

3IXª3TEPSªTOª#AREERª&AIRª3UCCESS
ª $EPENDINGªONªYOURªINTERESTªINªEXPLORINGª
CAREERSªVERSUSªOBTAININGªANªINTERNSHIPCAREERª
POSITION ªFOLLOWªTHESEªSIXªSTEPSªINªPREPARINGª
FORªAªSUCCESSFULª#AREERª&AIR

s2ESEARCHª/RGANIZATIONSª
s0REPAREªYOURª2ESUME
s$RESSªFORª3UCCESS
s0REPAREªYOURª!PPROACHª
ª)NTRODUCTION
s!SKª1UESTIONS
s&OLLOW UP

Page 16
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'ETª2EADYªª(EREªAREªª#OMMONLYª!SKEDª)NTERVIEWª1UESTIONS
ª 4HEªPURPOSEªOFªANª
INTERVIEWªISªFORªTHEª
INTERVIEWERªTOªlNDªOUTª
ABOUTªYOU ªTHEªPROSPEC
TIVEªEMPLOYEE
ª 4HEªEMPLOYERªWANTSª
TOªKNOWªABOUTªYOUªINª
ORDERªTOªMAKEªAªDECI
SIONªABOUTªHIRING ªANDª
YOUªWANTªTHEªEMPLOYERª
TOªªKNOWªABOUTªYOUªSOª
THATªTHEªDECISIONªWILLªBEª
FAVORABLEªª,ISTEDªBELOWª
AREªlFTYªQUESTIONSª
MOSTªFREQUENTLYªASKEDª
BYªEMPLOYERSªDURINGª
INTERVIEWSª2EADªTHEª
QUESTIONSªANDªFORMU
LATEªYOURªANSWERSªª!ª
GOODªINTERVIEWªOFTENª
DETERMINESªWHETHERªORª
NOTªYOUªGETªHIREDªª2E
MEMBER ªNOTHINGªBEATSª
PROPERªPREPARATION
ª ªª7HATªAREªYOURª
LONGªRANGEªANDªSHORTª
RANGEªGOALSªANDªOBJEC
TIVES ªWHENªANDªWHYª
DIDªYOUªESTABLISHªTHESEª
GOALSªANDªHOWªAREªYOUª
PREPARINGªYOURSELFªTOª
ACHIEVEªTHEM
ª ªª7HATªSPECIlCª
GOALS ªOTHERªTHANªTHOSEª
RELATEDªTOªYOURªOCCUPA
TION ªHAVEªYOUªESTAB
LISHEDªFORªYOURSELFªFORª
THEªNEXTªªYEARS
ª ªª7HATªDOªYOUªSEEª
YOURSELFªDOINGªlVEª
YEARSªFROMªNOW
ª ªª7HATªDOªYOUª2%
!,,9ªWANTªTOªDOªINªLIFE
ª ªª7HATªAREªYOURª
LONG RANGEªCAREERªOB
JECTIVES
ª ªª(OWªDOªYOUªPLANª
TOªACHIEVEªYOURªCAREERª
GOALS
ª ªª7HATªAREªTHEªMOSTª

IMPORTANTªREWARDSªYOUª
EXPECTªINªYOURªBUSINESSª
CAREER
ª ªª7HATªDOªYOUª
EXPECTªTOªBEªEARNINGªINª
lVEªYEARS
ª ªª7HYªDIDªYOUª
CHOOSEªTHEªCAREERªFORª
WHICHªYOUªAREªPREPAR
ING
ª ªª7HICHªISªMOREª
IMPORTANTªTOªYOU ªTHEª
MONEYªORªTHEªTYPEªOFª
JOB
ª ªª7HATªDOªYOUª
CONSIDERªTOªBEªYOURª
GREATESTªSTRENGTHSªANDª
WEAKNESSES
ª ªª(OWªWOULDªYOUª
DESCRIBEªYOURSELF
ª ªª(OWªDOªYOUªTHINKª
AªFRIENDªORªPROFESSORª
WHOªKNOWSªYOUªWELLª
WOULDªDESCRIBEªYOU
ª ªª7HATªMOTIVATESª
YOUªTOªPUTªFORTHªYOURª
GREATESTªEFFORT
ª ªª(OWªHASªYOURª
COLLEGEªEXPERIENCEª
PREPAREDªYOUªFORªAªBUSI
NESSªCAREER
ª ªª7HYªSHOULDª)ªHIREª
YOU
ª ªª7HATªQUALIlCA
TIONSªDOªYOUªHAVEªTHATª
MAKEªYOUªTHINKªTHATªYOUª
WILLªBEªSUCCESSFULªINª
BUSINESS
ª ªª(OWªDOªYOUª
DETERMINEªORªEVALUATEª
SUCCESS
ª ªª7HATªDOªYOUª
THINKªITªTAKESªTOªBEªSUC
CESSFULªINªAªCOMPANYª
LIKEªOURS
ª ªª)NªWHATªWAYSªDOª
YOUªTHINKªYOUªCANªMAKEª
AªCONTRIBUTIONªTOªOURª
COMPANY
ª ªª7HATªQUALITIESª
SHOULDªAªSUCCESSFULª

MANAGERªPOSSESS
ª ªª$ESCRIBEªTHEª
RELATIONSHIPªTHATªSHOULDª
EXISTªBETWEENªAªSUPERVI
SORªANDªSUBORDINATES
ª ªª7HATªTWOªORª
THREEªACCOMPLISHMENTSª
HAVEªGIVENªYOUªTHEªMOSTª
SATISFACTION
ª ªª$ESCRIBEªYOURª
MOSTªREWARDINGªCOLLEGEª
EXPERIENCE
ª ªª)FªYOUªWEREªHIR
INGªAªGRADUATEªFORªTHISª
POSITION ªWHATªQUALITIESª
WOULDªYOUªLOOKªFOR
ª ªª7HYªDIDªYOUª
SELECTªYOURªCOLLEGEªORª
UNIVERSITY
ª ªª7HATªLEDªYOUªTOª
CHOOSEªYOURªlELDªOFª
MAJORªSTUDY
ª ªª7HATªCOLLEGEªSUB
JECTSªDIDªYOUªLIKEªBESTªª
7HY
ª ªª7HATªCOLLEGEªSUB
JECTSªDIDªYOUªLIKEªLEASTªª
7HY
ª ªª)FªYOUªCOULDªDOª
SO ªHOWªWOULDªYOUªPLANª
YOURªACADEMICªSTUDYª
DIFFERENTLYªª7HY
ª ªª7HATªCHANGESª
WOULDªYOUªMAKEªINªYOURª
COLLEGEªORªUNIVERSITY
ª ªª$OªYOUªHAVEª
PLANSªFORªCONTINUEDª
STUDYªª!NªADVANCEDª
DEGREE
ª ªª$OªYOUªTHINKªTHATª
YOURªGRADESªAREªAªGOODª
INDICATIONªOFªYOURªACA
DEMICªACHIEVEMENT
ª ªª7HATªHAVEªYOUª
LEARNEDªFROMªPARTICIPA
TIONªINªEXTRACURRICULARª
ACTIVITIES
ª ªª)NªWHATªKINDªOFª
WORKªENVIRONMENTªAREª
YOUªMOSTªCOMFORTABLE
ª ªª(OWªDOªYOUªWORKª

UNDERªPRESSUREª
ª ªª)NªWHATªPART TIMEª
WORKªAREªYOUªINTEREST
EDªª7HY
ª ªª(OWªWOULDªYOUª
DESCRIBEªTHEªIDEALª
JOBªFORªYOUªªFOLLOWINGª
GRADUATION
ª ªª7HYªDIDªYOUªDE
CIDEªTOªSEEKªAªPOSITIONª
WITHªTHISªCOMPANY
ª ªª7HATªDOªYOUª
KNOWªABOUTªOURªCOM
PANY
ª ªª7HATªTWOªORª
THREEªTHINGSªAREªMOSTª

IMPORTANTªTOªYOUªINª
YOURªJOB
ª ªª!REªYOUªSEEKINGª
EMPLOYMENTªINªAªCOM
PANYªOFªAªCERTAINªSIZEªª
7HY
ª ªª7HATªCRITERIAªAREª
YOUªUSINGªTOªEVALUATEª
THEªCOMPANYªFORªWHICHª
YOUªHOPEªTOªWORK
ª ªª$OªYOUªHAVEªAª
GEOGRAPHICALªPREFER
ENCEªª7HY
ª ªª7ILLªYOUªRELO
CATEªª$OESªRELOCATIONª
BOTHERªYOU

ª ªª!REªYOUªWILLINGª
TOªTRAVEL
ª ªª!REªYOUªWILLINGª
TOªSPENDªATªLEASTªSIXª
MONTHSªASªAªTRAINEE
ª ªª7HYªDOªYOUªTHINKª
YOUªMIGHTªLIKEªTOªLIVEªINª
THEªCOMMUNITYªINªWHICHª
AREªCOMPANYªISªLOCATED
ª ªª7HATªMAJORªPROB
LEMªHAVEªYOUªENCOUN
TEREDªANDªHOWªDIDªYOUª
DEALªWITHªIT
ª ªª7HATªHAVEªYOUª
LEARNEDªFROMªYOURªMIS
TAKE

Success!

/THERSª(AVEª-ADEªTHEª
#AREERª&AIRª7ORKªFORª4HEM

)ª

HAVEªNEVERªATTENDEDªAªTECHªORªCAREERª
FAIRªBEFORE ªBUTªSINCEª)gMªGRADUATINGªINª
-AY ª)ªDECIDEDªTOªCHECKªOUTªTHEªTECHª
FAIRª)ªAMªANª-)3ªMAJORªNON TECHNICALª
EMPHASIS ªBUTªBEFOREª)ªWENT ª)ªGOTªHELPª
FROMª#AREERª3ERVICESªWITHªMYªRESUMEª
4HEYªGAVEªMEªSOMEªTIPSªANDªIDEASªONªHOWª
TOªMAKEªMYSELFªMOREªMARKETABLEªANDª
MAKEªMYªRESUMEªLOOKªBETTERª)ªTHENªPICKEDª
OUTªªCOMPANIESªTHATª)ªWOULDªTALKªWITHª
WHILEª)ªWASªATªTHEªTECHªFAIRª)ªWASªABLEª
TOªASKªTHEMªABOUTª-)3ªPOSITIONSªINªTHEIRª
COMPANYªANDªTHEYªALLªWEREªLOOKINGªFORª
PEOPLEªLIKEªMEª/NEªCOMPANYªINªPARTICULARª
ENDEDªUPªCALLINGªMEªTHEªNEXTªDAYªFORªANª
INTERVIEWª!FTERªAªSECONDªINTERVIEW ªTHEYª
OFFEREDªMEªAªJOBªWITHªTHEªCOMPANYªWHENª)ª
GRADUATEªINª-AYª)TªISªAªGREATªJOBªANDªPAYSªWELLªANDª)ªAMªREALLYªEXCITEDª
ABOUTªITª)gMªOBVIOUSLYªVERYªGLADªTHATª)ªDECIDEDªTOªGOªTOªTHEªTECHªFAIRªANDª
EXTREMELYªHAPPYªWITHªTHEªHELPª)ªRECEIVEDªFROMª#AREERª3ERVICES
ªªªªª(ALEYª(ILL

)ª

WENTªTOªTHEªCAREERªFAIRªLASTª
-ARCHª ªANDªENDEDªUPª
HANDINGªOUTªªRESUMESªSPE
CIFICALLYªTOªCOMPANIESª)ªWOULDª
LIKEªTOªWORKªFORªINªTHEªFIELDªOFª
-ECHANICALª%NGINEERING ªª)ªWENTª
SPECIFICALLYªTOªTHEª!4+ªBOOTHª
BECAUSEª)ªHEARDªITªWASªAªGREATª
COMPANYªª"EFOREª)ªCOULDªEVENª
GETªTHEMªMYªRESUMEªªªªHOWEVER ª
THEYªTOLDªMEªTHEYªWERENTªLOOKINGª
FORªANYONEªINªMYªFIELD ªBUTªTHEYª
SUGGESTEDª)ªLOOKªATªTHEIRªWEBSITEª
ONLINEªTOªSEEªIFªTHEREªWEREªOTHERª
JOBSªATªDIFFERENTªLOCATIONSªª4HATª
EVENING ª)ªWENTªONLINEªANDªFILLEDª
OUTªAªTWOªHOURªAPPLICATIONªFORªAª
JOBªINª-ISSOURI
ªªªªª-EANWHILE ª)ªHADªTHREEªINTER
VIEWSªWITHINªTWOªWEEKSªWITHªCOM
PANIESª)ªHADªGIVENªMYªRESUMESª
TOªATªTHEªCAREERªFAIRªª/NEªDAY ª)ª
HEARDªBACKªFROMª!4+ªANDªHADª

AªPHONEªINTERVIEWªª!FTERªTHAT ªITª
WASªAªWAITINGªGAMEªª)ªCALLEDªSEV
ERALªOFªTHEªCOMPANIESªMANYªTIMESª
TOªGETªAªFEELªFORªWHATªTHEIRªPLANSª
WEREªª!SªTHEªSCHOOLªYEARªCAMEªTOª
AªCLOSE ª)ªHADªNOªJOBªINªHANDªANDª)ª
HADªNOªIDEAªOFªWHATª)ªWASªGOINGªTOª
DOªWHENª)ªGRADUATEDªª4HEN ªABOUTª
THREEªWEEKSªBEFOREªGRADUATION ª)ª
GOTªAªJOBªOFFERªFROMª!4+ªª9ES ªITª
WASªINª-ISSOURIªANDªNO ªITªWASNTª
FROMªANYªOFªTHOSEªªRESUMESª)ª
GAVEªAWAY ªBUTªIFª)ªHADNTªGONEªTOª
THEªCAREERªFAIR ª)ªWOULDNTªHAVEª
KNOWNªWHEREªTOªSTARTªTOªGETªAªJOBªª
ªªªª!SªMYªWIFEªANDª)ªWEREªPACKINGª
TOªLEAVEªFORª-ISSOURI ª)ªGOTªANOTHERª
JOBªOFFERªFORªONEªOFªTHEªCAREERªFAIRª
COMPANIESªª&IGURES ªRIGHTªªªª7Eª
NOWªLIVEªINª-ISSOURIªANDªAREªLOV
INGªIT
)SAACª2USH

!ª&EWª7ORDSª!BOUTª
#AREERª&AIRª%TIQUETTEª

Career Opportunities

Allegis Financial Partners is a comprehensive financial
services company with offices located throughout Utah,
Idaho and Washington. As a Financial Professional, you’ll
build rewarding, long-term client relationships while adding
value to the lives of the people you work with as you help
them plan for their financial futures.
We are committed to providing our associates with a high
level of professional training. All new associates have the
opportunity to participate in our mentoring program.
While participating in this program, you will be aligned with
seasoned professionals to participate in both their client
appointments as well as your own.
In addition to our personalized training program, we offer
full benefits including health, dental, vision, 401k and
a pension plan.
Our selection process involves 4 interviews as well as a
personality profile. If selected, we will assist in the process
of obtaining proper licensing. If you are interested in
interviewing for one of our available positions, please email
your resume to ryan.bohm@allegisfp.com
5HJLVWHUHG5HSUHVHQWDWLYHRIDQGVHFXULWLHVRIIHUHGWKURXJK2QH$PHUFLD6HFXULWLHV,QF0HPEHU),15$6,3&D5HJLVWHUHG
,QYHVWPHQW$GYLVRU :0\UWOH6WUHHW%RLVH,' ,QVXUDQFH5HSUHVHQWDWLYHRI$PHULFDQ8QLWHG/LIH
,QVXUDQFH&RPSDQ\h $8/ DQGRWKHULQVXUDQFHFRPSDQLHV$OOHJLV)LQDQFLDO3DUWQHUVLVQRWDQDIILOLDWHRI2QH$PHULFD6HFXULWLHVRU
$8/DQGLVQRWDEURNHUGHDOHURU5HJLVWHUHG,QYHVWPHQW$GYLVRU

ª
$ONTªINTERRUPTªTHEªEMPLOYERª
REPSªORªYOURªFELLOWªJOB SEEKERSª
ª
)FªSOMEONEªELSEªISªMONOPOLIZ
INGªTHEªEMPLOYERSªTIME ªTRYªTOª
MAKEªEYEªCONTACTªWITHªTHEªREPªTOª
LETªHIMªORªHERªKNOWªTHATªYOUREª
INTERESTEDªINªSPEAKINGª9OUªMAYªBEª
DOINGªAªFAVORªBYªGIVINGªTHEªRECRUIT
ERªANªOUTª)FªALLªELSEªFAILS ªMOVEªTOª
THEªNEXTªEXHIBITªANDªPLANªTOªCOMEª
BACKªLATER
ª
)FªYOUªHAVEªAªREALªINTERESTªINªANª
EMPLOYER ªFINDªOUTªTHEªPROCEDURESª
REQUIREDªTOªSECUREªANªINTERVIEWª!Tª
SOMEªCAREERªFAIRS ªINITIALªSCREENINGª
INTERVIEWSªMAYªBEªDONEªONªTHEªSPOTª
/THERªTIMES ªTHEªCAREERªFAIRªISªUSEDª
TOªPRE SCREENªAPPLICANTSªFORªINTER
VIEWSªTOªBEªCONDUCTEDªLATERªEITHERª
ONªCAMPUSªORªATªTHEªEMPLOYERSª
SITE 
ª
3INCERITYªALWAYSªWINSª$ONTª
LAYªITªONªTOOªTHICK ªBUTªDONTªBEªTOOª
BLASÏªEITHERª6IRTUALLYªALLªEMPLOY
ERSªAREªLOOKINGªFORªCANDIDATESªWITHª
GOODªCOMMUNICATIONªSKILLS

 

ª
$ONTªJUSTªDROPªYOURªRESUMEª
ONªEMPLOYERSªDISPLAYªTABLESª4RYª
TOªGETªITªINTOªAªPERSONSªHANDSªANDª
ATªLEASTªSAYªAªFEWªWORDSª)FªTHEª
SCENEªISªTOOªBUSYªANDªYOUªCANTªGETª
AªWORDªINªEDGEWISE ªJOTªAªNOTEªONª
YOURªRESUMEªTOªTHEªEFFECTªOF ªh9OUª
WEREªSOªBUSYªTHATªWEªDIDNTªGETªAª
CHANCEªTOªMEETª)MªVERYªINTERESTEDª
INªTALKINGªTOªYOUvª,OOKªAROUNDªTHEª
DISPLAYªFORªTHEªRECRUITERSªBUSI
NESSªCARDªORªATªTHEªVERYªLEAST ª
WRITEªDOWNªHISªORªHERªNAMEªANDªGETª
SOMEªLITERATUREªWITHªTHEªCOMPANYSª
ADDRESS ªANDªSENDªAªFOLLOW UPªNOTEª
ANDªANOTHERªCOPYªOFªYOURªRESUME
ª
)FªYOUªKNOWªAHEADªOFªTIMEªTHATª
ONEªOFªYOURªhDREAMªCOMPANIESvªISª
AªCAREERªFAIRªPARTICIPANT ªDOªSOMEª
PRIORªRESEARCHªATªMINIMUM ªVISITª
THEIRª7EBSITEªAND ªIFªAVAILABLE ªVIEWª
THEIRªCOMPANYªVIDEOTAPE ª!ªLITTLEª
ADVANCEªPREPARATIONªGOESªAªLONGª
WAYªANDªCANªMAKEªYOUªSTANDªOUTª
AMONGªTHEªMASSESªOFªOTHERªATTEND
EES

Continued from previous page

Take Away Suggestions
CORRECTLY ªYOUªWILLªHAVEªMADEªCON
TACTªWITHªSEVERALªORGANIZATIONSªTHATª
HIREªPEOPLEªWITHªYOURªSKILLSªANDª
INTERESTSª)NªTHINKINGªABOUTªTHEIRª
NEEDSªANDªYOURªBACKGROUND ªEVALU
ATEªWHETHERªEACHªCOMPANYªMIGHTªBEª
AªMATCHªFORªYOUª
ª ª3ELF CONFIDENCEªINªINTERACTINGª

WITHªEMPLOYERªREPRESENTATIVESª!ª
CAREERªFAIRªGIVESªYOUªTHEªOPPORTU
NITYªTOªPRACTICEªYOURªINTERVIEWªSKILLSª
INªAªLESSªFORMIDABLEªENVIRONMENTª
THANªAªFORMALªINTERVIEWª5SEªTHISª
EXPERIENCEªTOªPRACTICEªTALKINGªABOUTª
WHATªYOUªHAVEªDONE ªWHATªYOUªKNOW ª
ANDªWHATªYOURªINTERESTSªAREª
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2ESUMEª)Tª#ANªBEª9OURª4ICKETªTOªANª)NTERVIEW
7HATªISªAªRESUME
ª !ªRESUMEªISªAªSALESªBROCHUREªABOUTªYOUª)Tª
DESCRIBESªYOURªABILITIES ªYOURªEXPERIENCEªPAIDª
ANDORªUNPAID ªANDªYOURªEDUCATION ªALLªOFªWHICHª
SHOULDªSUPPORTªYOURªJOBªOBJECTIVE
ª 7HATªSHOULDªAªGOODªRESUMEªACCOMPLISH
ª !ªGOODªRESUMEªSHOULDªGETªYOUªANªINTERVIEWª)Tª
WILLªNOTªGETªYOUªTHEªJOB
ª 7HATªAREªTHEªESSENTIALªPARTSªOFªAªRESUME
ª .AME
ª !DDRESSª
ª 4ELEPHONEªNUMBERªMOREªTHANªONEªIFªPOSSIBLE
ª % -AILªADDRESS
ª %DUCATIONALªBACKGROUND
ª 7ORKªEXPERIENCE
ª #OMPUTERªEXPERIENCEª
ª #AREER RELATEDªPROJECTSªANDªCOURSEªWORKªACA
DEMICªORªOTHER ª4HISªISªNOTªESSENTIALªIFªYOUªHAVEª
GOOD ªRELEVANTªWORKªEXPERIENCE
ª &OREIGNªLANGUAGES
ª 0ROFESSIONALªANDªSTUDENTªORGANIZATIONS
ª ,ICENSESªANDªACCREDITATION
ª (ONORS ª!WARDS ª!CHIEVEMENTS
ª7HATªSHOULDªNOTªBEªINCLUDEDªINªAªRESUME
ª 0ERSONALªDATAªSUCHªASªHEIGHT ªWEIGHT ªAGE ª
MARITALªSTATUS ªORªYOURªPHOTOGRAPHª%MPLOYERSª
WANTªTOªAVOIDªANYªPOSSIBLEªHINTªOFªDISCRIMINATION
ªª 4ITLESªIEª2ESUME ª&ACTª3HEET ª#URRICU
LUM
ª 2EASONSªFORªLEAVINGªAªJOB
ª 2EFERENCESª ªMAKEªAªSEPARATEªSHEETªANDªHAVEª
ITªREADYª
ª
3ALARYª ªIFªAªSALARYªRECORDªISª
REQUESTED ªDISCUSSªITªINªTHEªCOVERªLETTER
ª %ARLYªCHILDHOODªANDªUPBRINGING
ª 7EAKNESSES ªDEMANDS ªANDªEXAGGERATIONSª
KEEPªITªHONEST
ª ,ONGªPARAGRAPHSª ªUSEªSHORTªSTATEMENTSªORªBUL
LETEDªITEMS
ª (OBBIESª ªUNLESSªTHEYªRELATEªTOªPROFESSIONALª
INTERESTSªORªSHOWªTRAITSªANªEMPLOYERªWANTS
ª )SªITªTRUEªTHATªMANYªCOMPANIESªAREªUSINGªSCAN
NERSªTOªREADªRESUMES
ª 9ES ªMOSTªLARGEªCOMPANIESªANDªMANYªSMALLªTOª
MEDIUMªCOMPANIESªUSE ªORªHAVEªACCESSªTO ªSCAN
NERSªTOªREADªRESUMESªINTOªAªCOMPUTERIZEDªDATA
BASEª7HENªAªJOBªOPENINGªOCCURS ªSOMEONEªFROMª
HUMANªRESOURCESªPROGRAMSªTHEªCOMPUTERªTOª
SEARCHªITSªDATABASEªFORªAªSTRINGªOFªKEYWORDSªTHATª
lªTªTHEªJOBªCRITERIAªANDªPRODUCESªAªLISTªOFªPOTENTIALª
JOBªCANDIDATESª
ª *OBªHUNTERSªNOWªNEEDªTOªUPDATEªTHEIRªRESUMESª
TOªMAKEªTHEMªCOMPUTER FRIENDLYªTHEYªMUSTª
ANTICIPATEªWHATªTHEªCOMPUTERªWILLªBEªLOOKINGªFORª
4HEªMOSTªIMPORTANTªIDEASªTOªREMEMBERªAREªTOª
INCLUDEªMANYªKEYWORDSªORªBUZZWORDSªFORªYOURª
INDUSTRYªANDªTOªMAKEªTHEªRESUMEªEASYªANDªCLEANª
TOªREADªFORªTHEªSCANNERª4HESEªKEYWORDSªAREªUSU
ALLYªNOUNSªNOTªVERBSª(EREªAREªSOMEªTIPS
ª 5SEªKEYWORDSªORªBUZZWORDSªTHATªAREªSPECIlªCª
TOªYOURªTARGETEDªINDUSTRYª!ªGOODªWAYªTOªlªGUREª
OUTªWHATªTHESEªWORDSªMIGHTªBEªISªTOªMAKEªAªLISTªOFª
THEªJOBªREQUIREMENTSªFROMª ªJOBªLISTINGSªORª
NEWSPAPERªADSª%VERYªTIMEªYOUªSEEªAªWORDªYOUª
ALREADYªHAVEªONªTHEªLISTªPUTªAªCHECKªBYªITª9OUª
WILLªSOONªlªGUREªOUTªTHEªMAINªQUALIlªCATIONSªEM
PLOYERSªAREªLOOKINGªFORªANDªALSOªHOWªTOªDESCRIBEª
YOURSELFªINªTERMSªTHATªAREªPROBABLYªPROGRAMMEDª
TOªBEªREADªBYªTHEªSCANNER
ª ª5SEªWHITEªORªLIGHT COLOREDª|ªXªªPAPER ª
PRINTEDªONªONEªSIDEªONLY
ª ª0ROVIDEªAªLASERªORIGINALªANDªUSEªSTANDARDª
FONTSªOFªBETWEENªªANDªªPOINTS
ª ª!VOIDªVERTICALªANDªHORIZONTALªLINES ªITALICS ªUN
DERLINES ªANDªBOLDªALTHOUGHªNEWERªSCANNERSªCANª
PICKªUPªSOMEªOFªTHESEªCHARACTERISTICS
ª ª$OªNOTªSTAPLEªORªFOLDªYOURªRESUME
ª ª0LACEªYOURªNAMEªATªTHEªTOPªONªTHEªPAGE ªONª
ITSªOWNªLINE ªANDªUSEªAªSTANDARDªADDRESSªFORMATª
BELOWªTHAT
ª ª$OªNOTªUSEªPARENTHESESªORªBRACKETSªAROUNDª
TELEPHONEªAREAªCODES ªUSEªHYPHENS
ª ª$OªNOTªUSEªCOLUMNSªFORªLISTINGªSKILLS ªCLASSESª
TAKEN ªETC
ª7HATªISªAª*OBª/BJECTIVEªANDªSHOULDªITªBEªINCLUD
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EDªINªAªRESUME
ª 4HEªJOBªOBJECTIVEªISªAªSTATEMENTªOFªWHATªYOUª
WANTªTOªDOªANDªTHEªLEVELªATªWHICHªYOUªWANTªTOªDOª
IT
ª 3EVENTY EIGHTªPERCENTªOFªCOLLEGEªRECRUITERSª
SURVEYEDªINªªSAIDªTHEYªDElªNITELYªWANTEDª
AªJOBªOBJECTIVEªTOªAPPEARªONªRESUMESª!ªVERYª
HELPFULªASPECTªOFªHAVINGªANªOBJECTIVEªISªTHATªITª
CANªHELPªYOUªDETERMINEªWHATªTOªINCLUDEªONªYOURª
RESUMEª7ILLªAªCERTAINªITEMªHELPªACHIEVEªYOURª
OBJECTIVEª)NCLUDEªITª)FªSOMETHINGªISªNOTªGOINGªTOª
HELPªYOUªGETªTHEªJOBªDONgTªPUTªITªONªYOURªRESUMEª
%VENªIFªYOUªDONgTªPROVIDEªANªOBJECTIVE ªMAKEªSUREª
YOURªRESUMEªFOCUSESªONªTHEªKINDªOFªWORKªYOUªCANª
DOªANDªWANTªTOªDO
ª )FªYOUªAREªGOINGªTOªHAVEªANªOBJECTIVE ªMAKEª
SUREªITªISªCLEARªANDªSPECIlªCª)TªISªBETTERªNOTªTOª
HAVEªANªOBJECTIVEªTHANªTOªHAVEªONEªSUCHªASª)ª
WANTªTOªOBTAINªAªCHALLENGINGªPOSITIONªWHICHªWILLª
ALLOWªMEªTOªUSEªANDªCONTRIBUTEªMYªEDUCATIONªANDª
JOBªEXPERIENCEª!REªTHEREªANYªCOLLEGEªGRADUATESª
THATªDONgTªWANTªAªJOBªLIKEªTHISª!ªGOODªOBJECTIVEª
MIGHTªINCLUDEªTHEªTYPEªOFªINDUSTRYªYOUªAREªIN
TERESTEDªIN ªTHEªLEVELªOFªRESPONSIBILITY ªANDªYOURª
AREAªOFªINTERESTªIE ª!NªENTRY LEVELªMARKETINGª
POSITIONªINªTHEªHOSPITALITYªINDUSTRY ª"YªUSINGªAª
WORDªPROCESSOR ªITªISªEASYªTOªPREPAREªDIFFERENTª
RESUMES ªWITHªDIFFERENTªOBJECTIVES ªFORªDIFFERENTª
JOBSª
ªª 7HATªISªAªCHRONOLOGICALªRESUMEªVSªANªFUNC
TIONALªRESUME
ª !ªCHRONOLOGICALªRESUMEªISªAªLISTINGªOFªPOSITIONSª
YOUªHAVEªHELD ªBYªDATESªHELD ªBEGINNINGªWITHªYOURª
MOSTªRECENTªPOSITIONªANDªWORKINGªBACKWARDSª
4HEªEXPERIENCEªSECTIONªINªAªCHRONOLOGICALªRESUMEª
WILLªINCLUDEªTHEªTITLEªOFªTHEªPOSITIONªHELD ªNAMEª
OFªTHEªORGANIZATIONªANDªLOCATIONªOMITªSTREETªAD
DRESSES ªDATESªOFªYOURªEMPLOYMENTªGENERALLY ª
MONTHªANDªYEAR ªANDªAªDESCRIPTIONªOFªYOURªJOBª
RESPONSIBILITIESªANDªACHIEVEMENTS
ª !ªFUNCTIONALªRESUMEªLISTSªTHEªDATAªTHATªSUP
PORTSªYOURªJOBªOBJECTIVEªBYªMAJORªTASKSªPER
FORMEDªORªSKILLSªUSED
!DMINISTERING ªORGANIZING ªPROMOTING ªANDªSUPER
VISINGªAREªEXAMPLESªONªWHICHªTOªBUILDªAªFUNCTION
ALªRESUME
ª 0EOPLEªWITHªEXTENSIVEªWORKªHISTORIESªMAYªlªNDª
AªFUNCTIONALªRESUMEªMOREªAPPROPRIATEªTOªTHEIRª
NEEDSªBECAUSEªSIMILARªTASKSªHAVEªBEENªPER
FORMEDªINªAªVARIETYªOFªJOBSª#OLLEGEªGRADUATES ª

WHOªUSUALLYªHAVEªLIMITEDªEXPERIENCE ªTENDªTOªlªNDª
THATªAªCHRONOLOGICALªRESUMEªWORKSªBESTª9OUªMAYª
ALSOªUSEªAªCOMBINATIONªOFªTHEªFUNCTIONALªANDªTHEª
CHRONOLOGICALªRESUME
ª (OWªSHOULDª)ªBESTªDESCRIBEªMYªPASTªWORKªEX
PERIENCE
ª 4HINKªINªTERMSªOFªACCOMPLISHMENTSªONªYOURª
PREVIOUSªJOBSªDONgTªMERELYªDESCRIBEªTASKSªPER
FORMEDª)FªYOUªAREªHAVINGªAªDIFlªCULTªTIMEªIDENTI
FYINGªYOURªACCOMPLISHMENTS ªUSEªTHEªFOLLOWINGª
METHODªTOªTRIGGERªYOURªTHINKINGªPROCESSª)FªYOUª
WEREªTOªASKªYOURªLASTªBOSSªFORªAªRAISE ªWHATªEX
AMPLESªOFªYOURªWORKªWOULDªYOUªGIVEªTOªCONVINCEª
HIMªORªHERªTHATªYOUªDESERVEªEXTRAªCONSIDERATIONª
4HESEªACCOMPLISHMENTSªAREªWHATªWILLªSELLªYOUªONª
YOURªRESUME
ª )SªONEªRESUMEªGOODªFORªALLªJOBS
ª 'ENERALLYªNOª!ªRESUMEªSHOULDªBEªSLANTEDªTOª
THEªJOBªYOUªAREªSEEKINGªORªTOªTHEªCOMPANYªTOª
WHICHªYOUªAREªSUBMITTINGªYOURªRESUMEª4HISª
MEANSªTHATªYOUªSHOULDªDOªSOMEªRESEARCHªONªTHEª
COMPANYªSOªTHATªYOUªKNOWªWHATªKINDªOFªPOSITIONSª
AREªAVAILABLE
ª 7HATªELSEªDOª)ªNEEDªTOªKNOWªABOUTªRESUMES
ª 2ESUMESªOFTENªGETªLESSªTHANªONEªMINUTEªOFªANª
EMPLOYERgSªTIMEªMAKEªTHATªTIMEªCOUNTªFORªYOU
ª "EªCLEAR ªCONCISE ªACCURATE ªANDªHAVEªYOURªRE
SUMEªVERYªREADABLE
ª 4HEªLENGTHªSHOULDªBEªONEªPAGE ªORªTWOªIFªYOUª
HAVEªAªLOTªOFªRELEVANTªEXPERIENCEªTOªCONVEY
ª 5SEªGOODªQUALITYªPAPERª!ªWHITE ªOFF WHITEªORª
BUFF COLOREDªPAPERªISªDESIRABLE
ª #HECKªFORªTYPOS ªSPELLINGªERRORS ªANDªGRAM
MARªUSAGEª/FªSURVEYEDªCOLLEGEªRECRUITERS ªª
PERCENTªTHOUGHTªTHATªPOORªGRAMMARªORªMOREªTHANª
ONEªSPELLINGªERRORªWOULDªDElªNITELYªLESSENªINTER
ESTªINªAªCANDIDATE
ª )FªMAILINGªAªRESUME ªINCLUDEªAªWELL WRITTENª
COVERªLETTERª2EMEMBERªTHEªCOVERªLETTERªWILLªACTª
ASªANªEXAMPLEªOFªYOURªCOMMUNICATIONªSKILLS
ª 7RITEªITªYOURSELFª.OªONEªKNOWSªYOUªASªWELLªASª
YOUªDO
ª )MPORTANTª4IPSª!BOUTª2EFERENCES
ªª $OªNOTªLISTªYOURªREFERENCESªONªYOURªRESUMEª
0LACEªTHEMªONªAªSEPARATEªPAGE
ªª 4ALKªTOªPEOPLEªYOUªWANTªTOªLISTªASªAªREFERENCEª
ANDªASKªIFªTHEYªWILLªGIVEªYOUªAªGOODªRECOMMENDA
TIONª0ROVIDEªTHEM
WITHªAªRESUMEªANDªBACKGROUNDªONªTHEªEXPERIENCEª
ORªTHEªSITUATIONªYOUªSHAREDªSOªTHEYªCANªSPEAKª
INTELLIGENTLYªABOUTªYOU
ªª 5SEªNOªMOREªTHANªFOURªREFERENCESª0LACEªTHEMª
INªALPHABETICALªORDER
ªª 5SEªATªLEASTªONEªTWOªISªBETTER ªEMPLOYMENT
RELATEDªREFERENCESª7HENªUSINGªFACULTY ªMAKEª
SUREªHESHEªISªSOMEONEªYOUªKNOWªANDªNOTªJUSTªAª
TEACHERªOFªAªFAVORITEªCLASS
ªª 5SEªTHEªSAMEªCOLORªANDªQUALITYªOFªPAPERªFORªTHEª
REFERENCEªSHEETªASªYOUªDOªFORªYOURªRESUME
ªª 0UTªYOURªNAMEªATªTHEªTOPªOFªTHEªLISTªINªCASEªITª
GETSªSEPARATEDªFROMªYOURªRESUME
ª .OTEª7HENªYOUªDOªUSEªAªREFERENCEªTHATªISªNOTª
CLEARLYªRELATEDªTOªJOBSªANDªEDUCATIONªLISTEDªONª
YOUªRESUME ªIDENTIFYªTHATªPERSONª)TªISªBESTªNOTªTOª
USEªFAMILIARªORªRELIGIOUSªNAMESªIEªUNCLE ªBISH
OP ªINSTEADªUSEªANªASSOCIATIONªSUCHªAS AªLONG
TIMEªACQUAINTANCEªORªFAMILYªFRIEND

4HEª 3ECONDª3CANª
ªªª%MPLOYERSªGIVEª
RESUMESªAª SECONDª
SCANª7OULDªYOURSªSUR
VIVEª$URINGªTHEªINITIALª
SCREENING ªANªEMPLOYERª
WILLªLOOKªFORªANSWERSªTOª
THEªFOLLOWINGªQUESTIONS
ª
ª)SªTHEREªSUFFICIENTª
EXPERIENCEª
ª)SªTHEªEXPERIENCEªINª
THEªAPPROPRIATEªAREASª
ª)SªANYªCRITICALªEXPERI
ENCEªMISSINGª
ª$OESªTHEREªAPPEARªTOª
BEªSUFFICIENTªBREADTHª
ANDªDEPTHªOFªTECHNICALª
KNOWLEDGEª
ª)SªTHEREªEVIDENCEªOFª
SUFFICIENTªMANAGERIALªORª

LEADERSHIPªSKILLSª
ª$OªANYªCRITICALªSKILLSª
ªTECHNICALªORªLEADER
SHIPª ªAPPEARªTOªBEª
MISSINGª
ª)SªTHEREªAªREASONABLEª
HISTORYªOFªCONTRIBUTIONSª
ANDªACHIEVEMENTª
ª(OWªDOESªTHISªCAN
DIDATEªSTACKªUPªAGAINSTª
OTHERSªALREADYªIDENTI
FIEDª
ª"ASEDªONªTHEªINFORMA
TIONªPROVIDED ªCOUPLEDª
WITHªPASTªEXPERIENCEª
WITHªTHISªCLIENT ªISªTHEREª
AªREASONABLEªPROBABILITYª
THATªAªJOBªOFFERªCOULDªBEª
MADEª
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3OMEª'REATª1UESTIONSªTOª
ASKª0OSSIBLEª%MPLOYERS
Step 1 – Research Organizations
View the list of employers attending the Fair and identify the ones that you are
most interested in approaching. A quick visit to these organizations’ web sites to
review their mission statements, operations, and typical job openings will help you
GHFLGH,GHQWLI\\RXUSULRULW\RU´$OLVWµHPSOR\HUVDQGYLVLWWKHPÀUVW,QFOXGHLQ
that list the employers who plan to stay the day after the Fair to hold interviews. If
you have a Career AGGIE account, you will receive customized emails identifying
the key employers you might wish to network with on the day of the Fair.

Step 2 – Prepare your Resume
Although a targeted resume works best when applying for employment, a
general resume which provides a broad overview of your experiences and skills
works well for the Fair. You need not include an objective statement but can use
one if you are targeting your priority employers with a customized resume. Dropin resume edits are available daily at Career Services from 1:30 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.
and other times by appointment. Don’t wait until the last minute to get help with
this important document. The use of a student business card can be very effective
at the Career Fair. These are available at a very low cost and can be designed and
ordered on our web site with pick up and payment at Career Services, ground level
of the University Inn.

Step 3 – Dress for Success

'UHVV352)(66,21$//<<RXFDQQRWXQGHUYDOXHDÀUVWLPSUHVVLRQVR
consider coming prepared for the job you hope to get. Business casual is recomPHQGHGEXWDVXLWLVDOVRDSSURSULDWHLI\RXDUHDERXWWRJUDGXDWHDQGWKLVDWWLUHÀWV
the organizational norm for the employer you are visiting.

Step 4 – Prepare your approach
Name badges are available at the entrance to the Fair and employers prefer
seeing your name, major, and graduation date before you even begin talking with
them!
Employers expect you to walk up and introduce yourself. This may feel uncomIRUWDEOHDWÀUVWEXWZLWKSUDFWLFH\RXZLOOJHWXVHGWRGRLQJLWDQGGRLQJLWZHOO
Remember, recruiters are at the Fair to meet you so follow these steps:
9LVLWWKHRUJDQL]DWLRQV\RXDUHPRVWLQWHUHVWHGLQÀUVWDQGDVHDUO\LQWKHGD\DV
possible. If the booth is busy, move on to another recruiter and come back later.
6PLOHPDNHH\HFRQWDFWRIIHU\RXUKDQGDQGLQWURGXFH\RXUVHOI$JRRGÀUP
KDQGVKDNHDQGH\HFRQWDFWVKRZVFRQÀGHQFH
Introduce yourself with a brief “commercial” about yourself. This statement should
include the degree you are pursuing, your major, and what type of opportunity you
are looking for.
EXAMPLE: “Hello, my name is Jon; it is very nice to meet you. I am a senior
working on a BS in English with experience and coursework in Technical Writing.
I would like to know how I might use these skills within your organization as an
intern.”
Be personable and keep your interaction brief but effective. Don’t forget to ask
what your next step should be in the application process.
Ask if you can give them a resume! Some employers will suggest that you “just
visit our web site to apply” and will not accept a resume. The value of meeting a
company recruiter face-to-face comes later in the follow-up phase.
Thank the recruiter for the information they provided and shake their hand. Ask for
a business card in order to follow-up.

Step 5- Ask Questions
The process of researching organizations will likely make you think of
questions you would like to ask recruiters when you meet them at the Fair. These
can include:
•What majors would best prepare me to work with your organization?
•How do I apply for internships/career positions?
•What skills are you most interested in seeing in a candidate?
•What kinds of additional skills or experiences would set me apart from other
candidates?
If the organization’s recruiter is staying the next day to hold interviews, be prepared to ask for an interview.

See you at the Fair
Dress for Success
As you seek employment, every advantage you can get is important -- especially
WKDWÀUVWLPSUHVVLRQ7KHIROORZLQJDUHDIHZVXJJHVWLRQVIRUEXVLQHVVFDVXDODQG
formal attire.
%XVLQHVV&DVXDO²IRU/(66WUDGLWLRQDOFRQVHUYDWLYHÀHOGV
For Women: A skirt (not too long or too short) or nice pants with a blouse or
sweater is appropriate. Avoid shorts, sneakers, t-shirts, and too much jewelry, and
remember good grooming.
For Men: A shirt with a collar that buttons is best though a nice polo shirt is acceptable with slacks, not jeans. Avoid shorts, t-shirts, sneakers, and remember good
grooming.
)RUPDO'UHVV²IRU025(WUDGLWLRQDOFRQVHUYDWLYHÀHOGV
For Women: A suit with a knee-length skirt or pants and blouse. A skirt or pants
with a blouse and no jacket or a day dress that is structured and not too dressy is
DOVRDFFHSWDEOH6KRHVVKRXOGEHDSSURSULDWHWRWKHRXWÀWDQGKHHOVVKRXOGQRWEH
too high.
For Men: A suit and tie is best with dress shoes. A long-sleeved dress shirt with
a tie and no jacket is also acceptable.

ª $ONTªBEªSHYª)FªTHEª
OPPORTUNITYªARISES ª
ASKªINSIGHTFULªQUES
TIONSªOFªYOURªPROSPEC
TIVCEªEMPLOYERª4HEYª
WILLªAPPRECIATEªHEAR
INGªWHATªYOUªªHAVEªTOª
SAYªABOUTªYOURªFU
TURE
ª s7HATªAREªTHEª
TYPICALªCHALLENGESª)ª
MIGHTªANTICIPATEªTHEª
lªRSTªSIXªMONTHSªONª
THEªJOB
ª s$OESªYOURªCOMPA
NYªENCOURAGEªFURTHERª
EDUCATION
ª s7HATªPRODUCTSªORª
SERVICES ªAREªINªTHEª
DEVELOPMENTªSTAGEª
NOW
ª s$OªYOUªHAVEªPLANSª
FORªEXPANSION
ª s(AVEªYOUªCUTªYOURª
STAFFªINªTHEªLASTªTHREEª
YEARS
ª s(OWªDOªYOUªFEELª
ABOUTªCREATIVITYªANDª
INDIVIDUALITY
ª s)NªWHATªWAYSªISª
AªCAREERªWITHªYOURª
COMPANYªBETTERªTHANª
ONEªWITHªYOURªCOM
PETITORS
ª s)SªTHISªAªNEWªPOSI
TIONªORªAMª)ªREPLACINGª
SOMEONE

ª

s7HATªISªTHEªLARGESTª
SINGLEªPROBLEMªFACINGª
YOURªSTAFFªDEPART
MENT ªNOW
ª s-AYª)ªTALKªWITHª
THEªLASTªPERSONªWHOª
HELDªTHISªPOSITION
ª s(OWªMUCHªAU
THORITYªWILLª)ªHAVEªTOª
MAKEªDECISIONS
ª s$OªYOUªlªLLªPOSI
TIONSªFROMªTHEªOUT
SIDEªORªPROMOTEªFROMª
WITHINªlªRST
ª s7HATªQUALITIESªAREª
YOUªLOOKINGªFORªINªTHEª

CANDIDATEªWHOªlªLLSª
THISªPOSITION
ª s7HATªSKILLSªAREª
ESPECIALLYªIMPORTANTª
FORªSOMEONEªINªTHISª
POSITION
ª s(OWªWILLª)ªBEª
EVALUATED
ª s7HATªWILLªBEªMYª
OPPORTUNITIESªFORªAD
VANCEMENT
ª s$OªYOUªHAVEªANYª
QUESTIONSªORªCONCERNSª
ABOUTªMYªQUALIlªCA
TIONS
ª

Melaleuca is a fast-growing consumer direct marketing company
with total sales in excess of $948 million per year. Our expansion
internationally includes Canada, Puerto Rico, Japan, Taiwan, Hong
Kong, Korea, China, Singapore, Malaysia, Australia, New Zealand,
the United Kingdom, the Netherlands and more. Over ½ million
customers purchase and use Melaleuca products each month. With
both our customers and our employees we exemplify our mission
statement of "Enhancing the lives of those we touch by helping
people reach their goals."
In order to support our amazing growth, we are seeking qualified
candidates who are interested in making a positive contribution to a
very dynamic team at our Idaho Falls Headquarters. Melaleuca is
looking for team members with great interpersonal skills, analytical
abilities, and strong academic credentials to work in the following
areas:
Financial Analyst
Staff Accountant
Management Trainee
Copy Writer
Web Programmer

Forecasting & Planning Analyst
Purchasing Buyer / Expeditor
Marketing Asst. Brand Manager
Graphic Designer
Web Designer

Melaleuca employees enjoy working in a fast-paced
environment, providing personal and professional growth
opportunities, along with competitive salaries and excellent
benefits such as Medical, Dental and Life Insurance, 401(k),
Profit Sharing, a Corporate Fitness Center, an on-site Child
Care Center, Vacation, Tuition Reimbursement, Paid Holidays
and much, much more!

Come see us at the Career Fair
Wednesday, March 2nd in the Taggart Student Center

Or please send cover letter and resume to:
Melaleuca, Inc.
Attn: Employment
3910 S. Yellowstone Hwy.
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402
Or e-mail your resume to: rgifford@melaleuca.com
Website: www.melaleuca.com/hr
Equal Opportunity Employer
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4HEª)NTERVIEWª9OURª&IRSTª3TEPª5Pª,ADDERªOFª3UCCESS
ª 2EASONSª7HYª0OTENTIALª%MPLOYEESª
!REª2EJECTEDªINªTHEª)NTERVIEW
sª0OORªPERSONALªAPPEARANCEª ª
sªª,ACKªOFªINTERESTªANDªENTHUSIASM
sª&AILUREªTOªKEEPªEYEªCONTACT
sª,ATEªTOªTHEªINTERVIEW
sª!SKSªNOªQUESTIONSªABOUTªTHEªJOB
sª4OOªOVERBEARING
sª)NABILITYªTOªEXPRESSªSELFªCLEARLY
sª,ACKªOFªPOISEªORªSELF CONFIDENCE
sª5NREALISTICªSALARYªDEMANDS
sª,ACKªOFªMATURITY
sª.OªLEADERSHIPªPOTENTIAL
sª+NOWªNOTHINGªABOUTªTHEªCOMPANY
sª5NWILLINGªTOªRELOCATE
sª%XCESSIVEªINTERESTªINªSECURITYªªBEN
EFITSª ª7HATªCANªYOUªDOªFORªME
sª)NAPPROPRIATEªBACKGROUND
ª (OWªTOª3UCCEEDªINªANª)NTERVIEW
ª 4OªSUCCEEDªINªINTERVIEWS ªITªISªVITALª
TOªUNDERSTANDªTHATªYOUªAREªSELLINGªAª
PRODUCTªªYOURSELFªªTOªANªORGANIZA
TIONª4HESEªEMPLOYERSªBUYERS ªONLYª
WANTªCOLLEGEªGRADUATESªTHATªCANªSUC
CEEDªINªTHEIRªORGANIZATIONSª'IVENª
THATªTHEªNUMBERªOFªCANDIDATESªAPPLY
INGªFORªEACHªCAREERªPOSITIONªISªHIGH ª
ANªEMPLOYERªWANTSªTOªSEEªEVIDENCEªOFª
AªCANDIDATEgSªQUALIFICATIONSªASªTHEYª
RELATEªTOªTHEªJOBªOPENING
ª $ISPLAYINGªTHESEªQUALIFICATIONSªINª
INTERVIEWSªISªNOTªEASYªBUTªSELF ASSESS
MENT ªPREPARATION ªANDªPRACTICEªCANª
HELPª#OLLEGEªGRADUATESªNEEDªTOªANA
LYZEªTHEIRªSTRENGTHS ªWEAKNESSES ª
MOTIVATIONS ªANDªGOALSªTOªSEEªHOWªWELLª
THEYªFITªWITHªEMPLOYERSgªNEEDSª4HEª
GOODªNEWSªISªTHATªINTERVIEWINGªSKILLSª
CANªBEªDEVELOPEDªANDªªANDªPRACTICEª
0REPARATIONªISªTHEªKEYªTOªSUCCESSªANDª
ALLOWSªYOUªTOªOVERCOMEªSTRESSªINªORDERª
TOªFOCUSªONªTHEªINTERVIEW
ª )NTERVIEWª0REPARATION
sª2ESEARCHªTHEªCOMPANYªYOUªAREªPUR
SUINGª3EEªYOURªCAREERªADVISORªFORª
MOREªINFORMATION
sª#ONFIRMªTIME ªPLACE ªANDªNAMEª
INCLUDEªSPELLING ªFORªTHEªINTERVIEWª
!RRIVEª ªMINUTESªEARLY
sª$RESSªAPPROPRIATELYªANDªBEªSUREªYOUª
HAVEªSEVERALªCOPIESªOFªYOURªCOVERªLET
TER ªRESUME ªANDªREFERENCESªREADY
sª0RACTICEªRESPONDINGªTOªSAMPLEªQUES
TIONSª"EªSUREªTOªLINKªYOURSELFªANDª
YOURªBACKGROUNDªTOªTHEªJOB
sª-AINTAINªAªPOSITIVEªATTITUDE
sª(AVEªAªLISTªOFªQUESTIONSªTHATªYOUª
WANTªTOªASKªTHEªINTERVIEWERª3HOWª
THEMªYOUªHAVEªDONEªSOMEªRESEARCHª
ANDªTHATªYOUªAREªAªTHOUGHTFULªPERSON
ª 0EOPLEªWHOªINTERVIEWªWELLªAREª
OFTENªBETTERªEMPLOYEESªBECAUSEªTHEYª
HAVEªLEARNEDªHOWªTOªSELLªTHEMSELVESª

ANDªTHEIRªIDEASªTOªOTHERSª
0OSITIVEªINTERACTIONSªGETSª
PEOPLEªHIRED ªPROMOTED ª
ANDªRECRUITEDªFORªBETTERª
OPPORTUNITIESª2ECOGNIZEª
THATªMOSTªINTERVIEWSªFOL
LOWªAªSIMILARªFORMATª
)NTERVIEWERSªEVALUATEªPOTEN
TIALªEMPLOYEESªONªEDUCATION
ALªBACKGROUND ªCREATIVITY ª
CHARACTERªTRAITS ªINITIATIVE ª
WORKªEXPERIENCEªANDªTRAIN
ING ªMANAGEMENTªABILITY ª
COMMUNICATIONªSKILLS ªANDª
OUTSIDEªINTERESTSª4HEREªAREª
AªVARIETYªOFªQUESTIONSªASSO
CIATEDªWITHªEACHªFACTORª&ORª
EXAMPLEªTHEªQUESTION ª$Oª
YOUªGETªBOREDªWITHªDETAILª
ISªMEANTªTOªASSESSªAªCHARAC
TERªTRAINª!ªGOODªANSWERªTOª
THISªQUESTIONªISª
ª.O ª)gMªGETTINGªPAIDªTOªDOª
WHATªTHEªJOBªREQUIRESª)Fª
CHECKINGªDETAILSªISªPARTªOFª
WHATªITªTAKESªTOªDOªTHEªJOBª
RIGHT ªTHENªTHATgSªWHATª)ªDOª
3UCCESSªANDªADVANCEMENTª
AREªNOTªBORINGªANDªTHEYª
DIRECTLYªRESULTªFROMªDOINGª
MYªWORKªWELL
ª 1UESTIONSª9OUª-IGHTª!SKª
4HEª)NTERVIEWER
ª 2EMEMBER ªITªISªNOTªONLYªHOWªYOUª
ANSWERªTHEªINTERVIEWERgSªQUESTIONS ªBUTª
ALSOªWHATªQUESTIONSªYOUªASKªWHICHªCANª
LEADªTOªAªJOBªOFFERª4HEªTYPESªOFªQUES
TIONSªYOUªASKªCANªHELPªYOUªSTANDªOUTª
AMONGªTHEªOTHERªCANDIDATESª9OUªMIGHTª
CONSIDERªASKINGªSOMEªOTHERªTHEªFOLLOW
INGªQUESTIONSªDURINGªTHEªINTERVIEW
ªª0LEASEªDESCRIBEªTHEªDUTIESªOFªTHEªJOBª
FORªME
ªª7HATªKINDSªOFªASSIGNMENTSªMIGHTª)ª
EXPECTªTHEªFIRSTªSIXªMONTHSªONªTHEªJOB
ªª!REªSALARYªADJUSTMENTSªGEAREDªTOª
THEªCOSTªOFªLIVINGªORªJOBªPERFORMANCE
ªª$OESªYOURªCOMPANYªENCOURAGEªFUR
THERªEDUCATION
ªª7HATªPRODUCTSªORªSERVICES ªAREªINª
THEªDEVELOPMENTªSTAGEªNOW
ªª$OªYOUªHAVEªPLANSªFORªEXPANSION
ªª(AVEªYOUªCUTªYOURªSTAFFªINªTHEªLASTª
THREEªYEARS
ªª(OWªDOªYOUªFEELªABOUTªCREATIVITYª
ANDªINDIVIDUALITY
ªª)NªWHATªWAYSªISªAªCAREERªWITHªYOURª
COMPANYªBETTERªTHANªONEªWITHªYOURª
COMPETITORS
ª)SªTHISªAªNEWªPOSITIONªORªAMª)ª
REPLACINGªSOMEONE
ª7HATªISªTHEªLARGESTªSINGLEªPROBLEMª
FACINGªYOURªSTAFFªDEPARTMENT ªNOW

Who’s Coming?
ADP (Automatic Data Processing)
www.adp.com
Payroll and Human Resource
Outsourcing
Aerotek Inc.
www.aerotek.com
Staffing
Affiliated Computer Services, Inc., A
Xerox Company
www.acs-inc.com
BPO and IT Outsourcing
Allegis Financial Partners
www.allegisfp.com
Financial Services
AmeriCorps and The Medically
Underserved in Utah
www.auch.org/americorps
Non-Profit

www.mastercontrol.com
Software Development

www.clearfieldjcc.org/main.html
Education

IM Flash Technologies (an Intel, Micron
venture)
www.imftech.com
Manufacturing/Engineering

Melaleuca, Inc.
www.melaleuca.com
Consumer Direct Marketing

Conservice
www.conservice.com
Utility Billings

Ingeo
www.ingeo.com
Software

Consolidated Electrical Distributors
www.cedcareers.com
Electrical Sales and Distribution

Inovar Inc.
www.inovar-inc.com
Technology Manufacturing

Convergys Corporation
www.convergys.com
Communications

Insitu
www.Insitu.com
Unmaned Aircrafts

Del Sol
www.delsol.com
Retail Merchandising

Intermountain Farmers Association
www.ifa-coop.com
Agriculture

Electrical Consultants, Inc.
www.electricalconsultantsinc.com
Engineering (Consulting)

Intermountain Financial Group/
MassMutual
www.massmutual.com
Financial Services

Entec Composite Machines, Inc
www.entec.com
Composites and Composite Machinery

Applied Signal Technology, Inc.
www.appsig.com
Engineering

Enterprise Rent-A-Car
www.enterprise.com
Transportation/ Travel and Tourism

ARUP Laboratories
www.aruplab.com
Clinical and Anatomic Pathology
Reference Laboratory

Extra Space Storage
careers.extraspace.com
Real Estate

Auto-Owners Insurance Company
www.auto-owners.com
Insurance
Barnes Aerospace
www.barnesgroupinc.com
Aerospace - Manufacturing
Bechtel Marine Propulsion Corporation
www.bettislab.com
Government Research Laboratory
Bo Bunny Press
www.bobunny.com
Scrapbooking

ªª-AYª)ªTALKªWITHªTHEªLASTªPERSONª
WHOªHELDªTHISªPOSITIONª
ª/NCEªTHEªPROBATIONªPERIODªISªCOM
PLETED ªHOWªMUCHªAUTHORITYªWILLª)ªHAVEª
OVERªDECISIONS
ª$OªYOUªFILLªPOSITIONSªFROMªTHEªOUT
SIDEªORªPROMOTEªFROMªWITHINªFIRST
ª7HATªQUALITIESªAREªYOUªLOOKINGªFORª
INªTHEªCANDIDATEªWHOªFILLSªTHISªPOSI
TION
ª7HATªSKILLSªAREªESPECIALLYªIMPOR
TANTªFORªSOMEONEªINªTHISªPOSITION
ª)SªTHEREªAªLOTªOFªTEAMPROJECTªWORK
ª(OWªMUCHªTRAVEL ªIFªANY ªISª
INVOLVEDªINªTHISªPOSITION
ªª7HATªISªTHEªNEXTªCOURSEªOFªACTIONª
7HENªSHOULDª)ªEXPECTªTOªHEARªFROMª
YOUªORªSHOULDª)ªCONTACTªYOU
ª &OLLOW UP
ª 5NLESSªYOUªAREªTHEªLASTªPERSONª
INTERVIEWED ªTHEªIMPRESSIONªYOUªMAKEª
WILLªFADEªWITHªEACHªSUBSEQUENTªINTER
VIEWªTHEªINTERVIEWERªUNDERTAKESª4HEª
FOLLOWINGªIDEASªENSUREªTHATªOUTªOFª
SIGHTªDOESªNOTªMEANªOUTªOFªMINDªFORª
YOU
ª 3TEPSªINªTHEª&OLLOW UPª0ROCESS
ª ª)MMEDIATELYªAFTERªTHEªINTERVIEW ª
DOªAªWRITTENªRECAPªOFªTHEªINTERVIEW
ª 7HOªDIDªYOUªMEETªNAMESªANDª
TITLES ª

Engr/Comp Sci)
Government

Ames Construction
www.amesconstruction.com
Heavy Civil & Industrial

ATK Aerospace Systems
www.atk.com
Aerospace

ª

Farm Bureau Financial Services
www.wheremybusinessbegins.com
Insurance
Farmers Insurance
www.farmers.com
Insurance
Fastenal Company
www.fastenal.com
Wholesale Distribution / Sales
Flatiron
www.Flatircorp.com
Engineering/ Construction
GE Energy
www.geenergy.com
Engineering - Energy

Intermountain Healthcare
www.intermountainhealthcare.org
Healthcare
International Language Programs
www.ilp.org/taiwan
Non-profit
Ivory Homes
www.ivoryhomes.com
Real Estate - Builder
JBS
www.jbssa.com
Beef Production
JC Penney
www.jcpenneycareers.com
Accounting
Kelly Services
www.kellyservices.com
Science/Engineering Staffing
Kohl’s Department Stores
www.kohlsoncampus.com
Retail
Kraft Foods
www.kraftfoods.com
Food and Beverage

Boston Scientific Neuromodulation
www.bostonscientific.com
Medical Devices

Geneva Rock Products, Inc.
and W.W. Clyde & Co.
www.genevarock.com
Construction/Heavy Civil & Industrial

Bridgestone Retail Operations, LLC
www.bfrc.jobs
Retail

Goldman Sachs & Company
www.goldmansachs.com
Business - Financial Services

L-3 Communications
www.l-3com.com/csw
Manufacturing/Defense

Cache County Sheriff’s Office
www.CacheSheriff.com
Law Enforcement

Goodrich Corporation
www.goodrich.com
Engineering

LDS Employment Resource Services
www.ldsjobs.org
Employment Services

Cache Employment and Training Center
www.none.com
Social Services

Granite Construction
www.graniteconstruction.com
Construction

Malt-O-Meal
www.malt-o-meal.com
Manufacturing

China Horizons
www.chinahorizons.org
Education

HELP International
www.help-international.org
International Development - Non-profit

Management & Training Corporation
www.mtctrains.com
Corporate Training Programs

Circle Four Farms
www.c4farms.com
Agriculture

Heritage Financial Group
www.heritagefinancialadvisor.com
Finance, Economics, Marketing

Marvell Semiconductor
www.marvell.com
Integrated Circuits

Clearfield Job Corps Center

Hill Air Force Base (Elec Engr/Comp

MasterControl, Inc.

Kroger Layton Bakery Plant
jobsearch.kroger.careers.monster.com/
Manufacturing

Micron Technology, Inc.
www.micron.com
Semiconductor
Modern Woodmen Fraternal Financial
www.modern-woodmen.org/public
Financial
Mutual of Omaha
mutualofomaha.com
Financial Services
Myriad Genetic Laboratories, Inc.
www.myriad.com
Biotech
National Credit Union Administration
www.ncua.gov
Government
NAVAIR Weapons Division
www.navair.navy.mil/nawcwd/
Government - Defense
Nelson Laboratories, Inc.
www.nelsonlabs.com
Microbiology/Biotech Lab
Newfield Production Company
www.newfield.com
Oil and Gas Services
Northrop Grumman Corporation
www.careers.northropgrumman.com
Aerospace/Defense
Northwestern Mutual Financial Network
www.nmfn.com/pattersonfinancial
Financial Services
Novell, Inc.
www.novell.com • Computers
Nutraceutical Corporation
www.nutraceutical.com
Consumer Products, Manufacturing
ON Semiconductor
www.onsemi.com
Semiconductor
One on One Marketing
1on1.com
Internet Marketing
Oracle Corporation
www.us.oracle.com
Technology - Software
ParallelHR Solutions, Inc.
www.parallelhr.com
Recruiting
POOLCORP
www.poolcorp.com
Wholesale Distribution
Prudential Financial
www.prudential.com
Financial Services
Questar Corporation
www.questar.com
Energy
RAM Company
www.ramcompany.com
Manufacturer of Solenoids & Valves

7HATªDOESªTHEªJOBªENTAILª
ª7HATªAREªTHEªFIRSTªPROJECTSªYOUªWANTª
TOªTACKLEª
ª7HYªCANªYOUªDOªTHEªJOB
ª7HATªWENTªPOORLYª7HY
ª7HATªISªTHEªNEXTªSTEPªINªTHEªSELECTIONª
PROCESS
ª ªª7RITEªAªFOLLOW UPªLETTERªTOªKEEPª
YOUªFRESHªONªTHEªINTERVIEWERgSªMINDª
4HISªLETTERªALSOªSHOWSªTHATªYOUªAREª
APPRECIATIVE ªORGANIZED ªANDªINTER
ESTEDª-AKEªSUREªTOªEXPRESSªYOURª
APPRECIATIONªOFªTHEªINTERVIEWERgSªTIMEª
ANDªCOMMENTSª-AKEªITªCLEARªTHATªYOUª
AREªEXCITEDªABOUTªTHEªJOB ªCANªDOªIT ª
ANDªWANTªITª+EEPªITªSHORT ªTYPEªIT ªANDª
PROOFREADªITªCAREFULLYª
ªª ª)FªYOUªDOªNOTªHEARªANYTHINGªWITH
INªAªREASONABLEªPERIODªOFªTIMEªONEªTOª
TWOªWEEKS ªMAKEªAªCALLªTOªTHEªLEADª
INTERVIEWERª2ESTATEªTHEªPOINTSªYOUª
MADEªINªYOURªLETTER ªANDªRESTATEªYOURª
INTERESTªINªTHEªPOSITIONª9OUªMAYªWANTª
TOªSAY ª)ªFEELªCONFIDENTªABOUTªMYªABIL
ITYªTOªCONTRIBUTEªTOªYOURªDEPARTMENTgSª
EFFORTS ªANDª)ªREALLYªWANTªTHEªJOBª
ª )FªYOUªAREªTOLDªTHATªYOUªAREªNOªLON
GERªINªTHEªRUNNING ªBEªSUREªTOªASKªFORª
THEªOPPORTUNITYªPOSSIBLYªATªANOTHERª
TIME ªTOªDISCUSSªWAYSªYOªMIGHTª
IMPROVEªYOURªINTERVIEWINGªSKILLSª

Reliable Controls Corporation
www.rcontrols.com
Engineering
Rocky Mountain Power
www.pacificorp.com
Energy/Utilities
RR Donnelley
www.rrd.com
Print
SabiOso, Inc.
www.sabioso.com
Custom Software Development/IT
Services
Sherwin-Williams Company
www.sherwin-williams.com
Retail - Paint
ShopKo
www.shopko.com
Retail
Silver Star Communications
www.silverstar.com
Telecommunication Broadband
Smith’s Food & Drug
www.sfdc.com
Retail Grocery
Solar Turbines
www.solarturbines.com
Oil & Gas
SOS Staffing Services
www.sosstaffing.com
Enineering, Technology, Manufacturing
Space Dynamics/Energy Dynamics Lab
www.usurf.org
Research/Defense/Aerospace
Staker Parson Companies
www.stakerparson.com
Construction

U.S. Army Medical Recruiting
healthcare.goarmy.com
Recruiting
U.S. Bureau of Land Management, Utah
www.blm.gov/nhp
Government
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
www.fws.gov
Federal Gov.
U.S. Marine Corps Officer Selection
www.usmc.mil
Government/Military
U.S. Navy (www.navy.mil)
Navy Officer Programs
U.S. Peace Corps
www.peacecorps.gov
Non-profit
Union Telephone/Union Wireless
www.unionwireless.com
Telecommunications
USANA Health Sciences
www.usana.com/dotCom/index.jsp
Nutraceutical
USDA Nat. Res. Conservation Service
www.ut.nrcs.usda.gov
Government
USU Army ROTC
www.usu.edu/armyrotc/index.php
USU Army ROTC
Utah Department of Agriculture/ Food
www.dhrm.utah.gov
Government - Poultry
Utah Department of Workforce Services
www.dws.state.ut.us
State Government

Target (www.target.com/careers)
Retail

Utah State Tax Commission
tax.utah.gov
Accounting - Government

TD Williamson
tdwilliamson.com
Pipeline

Verizon Wireless
www.verizonwireless.com/careers
Telecommunication

TEKsystems
www.teksystems.com
Information Technology

Vulcraft, Nucor Corporation
www.nucor.com
Structural Steel

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints
www.lds.jobs
Religious

Wavetronix
www.wavetronix.com
Electrical Engineering

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints - ICS
www.lds.jobs
Information Technology
The McPartland Group Financial
Services
www.guardianlife.com
Financial

WesTech Engineering Inc.
www.westech-inc.com
Water Process Equipment
Western Metals Recycling
www.wmrecycling.com
Recycling
WestHost (westhost.com)
Internet

The Scoular Company
www.scoular.com
Agriculture

Xactware Inc.
www.xactware.com
Software Development

Thermo Fisher Scientific
www.thermofisher.com
BioProcess/Life Sciences

Yellowstone Bear World
www.yellowstonebearworld.com
Travel and Tourism, Animal Care

Tread Lightly!
www.treadlightly.org
Non Profit - Environmental

Zions Bank
www.zionsbank.com
Banking

